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Abstract

The goal of the thesis is to evaluate the influence of freeboard on the dynamic stability
of ships in intact condition in seaway using a probabilistic approach. Currently, the
assessment of freeboard is governed by deterministic regulations of the International
Convention on Load Lines which are mostly based on the damage stability and shipping
of green water considerations. The investigation presented in this thesis is based on the
evaluation of the vulnerability of a sample container ship to stability failure in Dead Ship
Condition whereby the freeboard of the examined ship was systematically varied. For
the purpose of this assessment, Vulnerability Level 1 and 2 are considered as given in
Second Generation Intact Stability Criteria (SGISC), the state-of-the-art intact stability
criteria put forward by the International Maritime Organization. An original computer
code for assessment of stability in Dead Ship Condition was developed and the analysis is
performed on a small container vessel (feeder) considering two container arrangements
and the presence/absence of bilge keels. The thesis also presents the full procedure for the
calculation of the long-term index of probability of stability failure in Dead Ship Condition.

The thesis outcomes indicate that the increase of freeboard within the realistic
boundaries may reduce the probability of stability failure by up to two orders of magnitude.
The research shows that the probabilistic calculations done at Vulnerability Level 2 give a
range of acceptable metacentric heights, limited by lower and upper boundaries, as well as
an "optimal" metacentric height corresponding to the lowest probability index of stability
failure. Such results cannot be achieved at Level 1 which results in the minimum value of
metacentric height only. The calculations also confirm the existence of inconsistencies in
stability assessment in Dead Ship Condition according to the SGISC framework. Finally,
some recommendations for defining precise approaches in specific stages of the methodology
for Level 2 are suggested, which could reduce the possibility of calculation errors.

Keywords: Second Generation Intact Stability Criteria, roll motion,

Dead Ship Condition, freeboard assessment

Scientific field: Mechanical Engineering

Scientific branch: Naval Architecture
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Zusammenfassung

Das Ziel der Abschlussarbeit ist die Bewertung des Einflusses des Freibords auf die
dynamische Stabilität von Schiffen im unbeschädigten Zustand und in Seebedingungen
unter Verwendung eines probabilistischen Ansatzes. Derzeit wird die Beurteilung des
Freibords von den Vorschriften der Internationales Freibord-Übereinkommen bestimmt,
welche hauptsächlich auf der Leckstabilität und der Berücksichtigung von Wasser an
Deck basieren. Die in dieser Arbeit präsentierte Untersuchung basiert auf der Bewertung
der Anfälligkeit eines beispielhaften Containerschiffs für Stabilitätsversagen im Zustand
dead ship, wobei der Freibord des untersuchten Schiffs systematisch variiert wurde. Für
diese Bewertung werden die vulnerability level 1 und 2 gemäß den Kriterien der Second
Generation Intact Stability Criteria (SGISC) berücksichtigt, die von der International
Maritime Organization als die aktuellsten Kriterien für die Intaktstabilität vorgestellt
wurden. Ein Computercode zur Beurteilung der Stabilität im Zustand dead ship wurde
entwickelt und die Analyse wurde an einem kleinen Containerschiff (feeder) durchgeführt,
wobei zwei Containeranordnungen und das Vorhandensein sowie Fehlen von Bilgenkielen
berücksichtigt wurden. Zusätzlich wird das vollständige Verfahren zur Berechnung des
Langzeit-Index der Wahrscheinlichkeit eines Stabilitätsversagens im Zustand dead ship
präsentiert.

Die Ergebnisse der Arbeit zeigen, dass eine Erhöhung des Freibords innerhalb rea-
listischer Grenzen die Wahrscheinlichkeit eines Stabilitätsversagens um bis zu zwei Grö-
ßenordnungen verringern kann. Die Untersuchungen zeigt, dass die probabilistischen
Berechnungen, die auf vulnerability level 2 durchgeführt wurden, einen Bereich akzep-
tabler Metazentrischerhöhen liefern, begrenzt durch untere und obere Grenzen, sowie
eine öptimaleMetazentrischehöhe, die dem niedrigsten Index der Wahrscheinlichkeit eines
Stabilitätsversagens entspricht. Solche Ergebnisse können auf Stufe 1 nicht erzielt werden,
was lediglich zu einem minimalen Wert der Metazentrischenhöhe führt. Die Berechnungen
bestätigten auch fehlende Konsistenz bei der Stabilitätsbewertung im Zustand dead ship
gemäß der SGISC. Schließlich werden einige Empfehlungen zur Festlegung präziser Ansätze
in bestimmten Phasen der Methodik für Stufe 2 vorgeschlagen, die die Möglichkeit von
Berechnungsfehlern reduzieren könnten.

Schlüsselwörter: Second Generation Intact Stability Criteria,

Rollbewegung, dead ship Zustand,

Bewertung des Freibords

Wissenschaftliches Feld: Maschinenbau

Wissenschaftlicher Zweig: Schiffsarchitektur
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P Pressure [Pa]
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Introduction

The sea environment is characterized by strong winds and waves which can create chal-
lenging but sometimes also unsustainable conditions for the ships, resulting in capsizing
and sinking. Without having the possibility to influence external factors, it is the design
and operation of the ship that can be utilized to avoid or at least reduce to some extent
the undesirable consequences.

Figure 1.1: Katsushika Hokusai, The Great Wave off Kanagawa, 1831.

The general idea of the thesis is to assess how the freeboard, which is an essential ship
design parameter, affects the intact stability of a ship in rough weather. To do this, the
Second Generation Intact Stability Criteria (SGISC) which represent the state-of-the-art
approach in the stability field, will be used.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Intact and damage stability, as well as the seakeeping performance of the ship, are
significantly influenced by the freeboard. Nowadays, the freeboard assessment of seagoing
vessels is regulated by the deterministic International Convention on Load Lines (ICLL),
which is going to be addressed in Chapter 2. On the other hand, the importance of
freeboard from the safety point of view is often suppressed for economic reasons: a
smaller freeboard results in smaller enclosed spaces (i.e. in lower gross tonnage (GT)) and
decreased steel weight of the ship which leads to lower capital and operational costs. A
compromise between stability, safety, and economics should be carefully defined, and the
determination of the freeboard plays an especially important role in this process.

Second Generation Intact Stability Criteria represent a different approach to intact
stability assessment based on "first principles", where interaction between environmental
conditions and ships is better related to underlying physics and does not contain as many
empirical elements, as is the case with the rules given in the International Code on Intact
Stability (2008 IS CODE). SGISC are finalized by International Maritime Organization
(IMO) in 2020 but are still not mandatory in the shipbuilding industry. The criteria
address five stability failure modes: Dead Ship Condition, Excessive Acceleration, Pure
Loss of Stability, Parametric Rolling, and Surf-Riding/Broaching-to. The failure modes
will be described in Chapter 3. IMO gives an opportunity for a multi-tier concept, where
the assessment of a ship’s vulnerability to each failure mode consists of three different
levels: Vulnerability Level 1, Vulnerability Level 2, and Direct Stability Assessment. While
the complexity of calculations increases with each level, the accuracy should increase as
well, and consequently, the conservativeness should decrease.

The main objective of this thesis is to analyze the ship’s vulnerability to Dead Ship
Condition for different freeboard heights, using the procedure of SGISC Vulnerability Level
2 (L2). L2 is a probabilistic analysis that provides an optimal balance between complexity
and accuracy for the purpose of this study. Dead Ship Condition implies the failure of
the ship’s main propulsion plant, with the master and the crew having no possibility
to intervene and affect the ship’s position with respect to the dominant wind and wave
conditions. It is assumed that in such circumstances, the ship would be exposed to beam
winds and waves which may lead to a large amplitude of roll motion and even capsizing.
Ship rolling represents a complex physical phenomenon; the simplifications used in IMO
criteria to address the ship roll motion are going to be addressed in Chapter 4. The study
will be performed on a small container vessel (a feeder) described in Chapter 5, which
is selected as a sample ship due to its large lateral surface, which makes it vulnerable
to beam wind. The freeboard of the sample ship will be systematically varied, and the
SGISC L2 will be applied with the goal to isolate the influence of this single parameter
on the intact stability of the ship in a seaway, which is the subject of Chapter 6. This
influence will be described in probabilistic terms in Chapter 7.

2
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The Role of Freeboard

2.1. Possibilities for Improvement of Intact Stability

Stability improvement may be considered in various phases of a ship’s life. Ideally, the
intended stability performance would be accomplished in the design phase, reducing
the need for future steps and saving additional expenses while preventing accidents
caused by insufficient stability. However, the measures for stability improvement are
sometimes considered in the course of ship reconstruction. The potential reasons behind
this include complying with newly implemented regulations (which in some cases may
apply in retrospect) or correcting errors made during the design and/or construction phase.

It is essential to identify the parameters involved in formulating the moment of
stability to determine the appropriate measures for improving ship stability. The moment
of stability Mst(ϕ) can be calculated as follows:

Mst(ϕ) = g ·∆ ·GZ(ϕ). (2.1)

From the equation above it can be noticed that the stability may be improved by raising
either the displacement ∆ or the righting lever GZ, as both parameters are directly
proportional to the moment of stability. Changing displacement is not often the solution
for this type of problem. Increasing displacement results in higher prices of construction
costs and expenses of exploitation (larger and more powerful engines to reach a certain
speed compared to initial displacement). Raising the weight of the steel on the ship will
also increase the weight of the lightship, which will reduce the payload capacity. On the
other hand, modification of the righting lever is well one of the solutions which open
more space for the creativity of engineers. According to Steinen, the righting lever can be
divided into two parts:

GZ(ϕ) = GZc(ϕ) +GZres(ϕ)
GZ(ϕ) = GM0 · sin(ϕ) +M0Mϕ · sin(ϕ)

(2.2)

where GZc(ϕ) corresponds to the righting lever of the ship which has a circular arc section
and GZres(ϕ) is the residual righting lever. Regarding the first term which is a function

3



CHAPTER 2. THE ROLE OF FREEBOARD

of the distribution of the masses and the hull form, it can be noticed that higher values
of metacentric heights result in higher values of the righting lever. It is well known that
greater metacentric heights result in better (hydrostatic) stability, but it will be shown
that it may not always be like that in the case of dynamic stability in waves. Without
going too much into detail, it may be stated that lowering the ship masses, loading the
ballast, or increasing the ship beam are some of the measures that could be beneficial for
a greater GM0. The second term GZres(ϕ) is a function of the hull form only and the
benefit of this term will be explained in the following section.

2.2. Freeboard as a Critical Element of Ship Stability and Safety

As noted above, the second term in the Equation (2.2) is the only function of the hull
form. Figure 2.1 illustrates variation GZres(ϕ) with different hull forms. For a ship with a
circular arc cross-section, the residual righting lever does not exist (GZres(ϕ) = 0). This
implies that the equation is only influenced by the initial metacentric height GM0. A ship
whose hull form has a tumble-home section shows a negative residual righting lever. In
contrast, ships with U and V cross-sections have a positive residual righting lever. Between
these two, the V-section demonstrates slightly superior residual stability. The shape of the
ship’s hull above the waterline, which can either be narrowed or widened is very important
because it dictates how the center of buoyancy shifts (B-curve) when it submerges. The
way of shifts of buoyancy force directly influences the righting lever, affecting the overall
stability of the ship. More details can be found in Ribar, 1986.

Figure 2.1: Residual righting lever for different hull forms (Ribar, 1986).

Apart from the hull shape influence on GZres(ϕ), the freeboard height also plays a
critical role. Increasing the freeboard height has a significant impact on various aspects of
ship safety and stability. From the intact stability point of view, the residual righting lever
increases with the higher freeboard which is directly associated with the righting lever.
Increased freeboard height has a positive effect on damage stability as well because it
provides additional reserve buoyancy. An increase of freeboard is also an effective measure
in mitigating the impact of green water which can damage the structure and equipment
on the deck.

4



2.2. FREEBOARD AS A CRITICAL ELEMENT OF SHIP STABILITY AND
SAFETY

Figure 2.2 illustrates the case where the ship has the same submerged hull form, while
the freeboard height is different. It may be noticed that up to a certain heeling angle, the
trends of the residual righting lever are the same for both freeboard heights. This angle
corresponds to the angle where the deck of the ship with the lower freeboard submerges
(green-shaded area) after which its submerged geometry sharply changes which results in
the decline of GZres(ϕ). The same process applies to the ship with the higher freeboard
as well, but the residual righting lever will start to decline at a much higher angle of the
heel (blue-shaded area).

Figure 2.2: Simplified representation of residual righting lever for different freeboard
heights (Ribar, 1986).

In general, the righting lever significantly depends on the freeboard: with higher
freeboards the maximum values of GZ appear at higher values, the range of stability
is increasing, and so does the energy required to capsize the ship, either statically or
dynamically. However, it should be kept in mind that with the increase of freeboard for
the same draft, the mass of the steel and the volume of enclosed spaces increase as well;
the former results in an increase in production costs and a decrease in payload, while the
latter affects the increase of gross tonnage. Thus, both the construction and operation of
the ship become more costly. On the other hand, the safety of the ship is significantly
improved. These two aspects have to be balanced.

5



CHAPTER 2. THE ROLE OF FREEBOARD

2.3. International Convention on Load Lines

The International Convention on Load Lines (ICLL) is the regulatory instrument used
to determine the minimum freeboard for seagoing ships. The ICLL also prescribes the
minimum bow height and the corresponding reserve buoyancy. ICLL also provides a
set of essential conditions regarding watertightness and strength from a safety point of
view which need to be satisfied before determining minimum freeboard. The freeboard is
defined as the vertical distance from the upper edge of the deck line to the related load
line (the maximum permissible load limit for a ship). Load lines mainly depend on the
zone of sailing and season. The origins of ICLL date back to 1930. The present convention
(including the tables for freeboard designation) was adopted by IMO in 1966. The most
significant modifications were introduced by the Protocol of 1988 and the amendments of
2003. More details about the convention can be found in IACS/LL, 2008.

It should be noted that the ICLL requirements are mostly based on the need to
improve reserve buoyancy (which has a positive impact on ship stability in damaged
condition) and mitigate the effects of green water (which was the main subject of the 2003
amendments). Such decisions were mostly motivated by the major accidents in the period
of establishment of the convention; the minimum bow height requirements can be traced
back to a series of bulk carrier accidents in the 1980s. As a consequence, the influence of
the freeboard on intact stability was left out of focus.

On the other hand, a higher freeboard may be undesirable as it leads to greater
enclosed spaces as mentioned above. Therefore, the designer’s main objective is typically
to satisfy the minimum safety requirements and reduce costs. The freeboard assignment
rules have been criticized for being based on outdated hull forms and, as such, unsuitable
for modern seagoing ships (a similar deficiency is also noted in the first generation of
stability criteria which will be discussed in the following chapter). Next to this, according
to ICLL, smaller ships will have relatively smaller freeboards, which means that, in the
same wave environment, a small ship will be experiencing relatively higher waves than
a large ship. More details on the historical background of the ICLL regulations and the
critical analysis of ICLL may be found at Schneekluth and Bertram, 1998 and Bačkalov,
2017.
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Second Generation Intact Stability Criteria

The creation of the International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS), two
years after the sinking of the Titanic in April 1912 marks a key moment in the history
of maritime regulations. The adequacy of safety measures and regulations is typically
reconsidered after accidents, especially if those involve fatalities. The initial international
regulations were mainly focused on the stability of ships in damaged condition where the
attention was put on the efficiency of the ship’s subdivision. As a consequence, the intact
stability was largely out of focus, and the corresponding criteria were not mandatory for a
very long time.

One of the most important contributions to the field of intact stability in the 20th
century was given by Jaakko Rahola. Starting from the earlier research on this topic until
1939, in his doctoral dissertation (Rahola, 1939) Rahola proposed a set of criteria for a
"good" righting lever, taking into account factors such as a maximum lever, stability range,
potential energy of stability, etc. The main idea behind this approach was to compare the
righting levers of the ships involved in accidents with those of ships that had no known
intact stability problems until then.

International Maritime Organization (IMO) developed the first intact stability provi-
sions in the form of recommendations in 1968 based on the Rahola criterion. The provision
was modified in 1985 which concerned the expansion of the database of analyzed ships,
from 14 analyzed by Rahola up to 166 ships. The length of the examined ships did not
exceed more than 100 m and only one passenger and merchant vessel were included. This
criterion is included in International Code on Intact Stability (2008 IS CODE) for all
seagoing ships which have a length above 24 m. More details about the history and
development of 2008 IS CODE can be found in Francescutto, 2023.

Presently, 2008 IS CODE (IMO, 2008) consists of three parts: Part A (statistical
criteria and the severe wind and rolling criterion), Part B (provision for specific types
of ships and other additional recommendations), and Explanatory Notes. In view of the
presented brief historical overview, the question arises: is the tool to assess the stability
of an intact ship suitable for modern ships? The hull form, capacity as well as other
features have significantly changed compared to vessels analyzed by Rahola which were
built between 1870 and 1938. Even the term "unconventional ships" which is nowadays
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being used to refer to some contemporary ships, can perhaps be avoided because the
present global trade cannot be imagined without ultra-large container vessels (which are
regarded as unconventional) that mainly exceed lengths more than three times greater
than the ships used for defining the 1985 criteria. In general, even modern merchant inland
vessels have lengths greater than 100 m. Notwithstanding the oversimplified description
of physical phenomena relevant to the stability of ships in waves (weather criterion), the
consideration of righting lever in the calm water only, and relying on old empirical data
are indicators of deficiencies in these regulations.

3.1. Overview

According to Kobyliński, 2014, during the late 1970s and early 1980s, there was a discussion
regarding the potential replacement of the existing intact stability criteria with the new
ones which would rely on more precise physical modeling and a more rigorous mathematical
approach. However, due to the lack of adequate computational tools, this process had to be
postponed. The Second Generation Intact Stability Criteria was finalized in 2020 by IMO.
The main objective was to provide an assessment framework comprising mathematical
models which are independent of empirical data, such as historical accident records or hull
forms. IMO gives the procedure for assessing five stability failure modes to which a ship
can be vulnerable:

1. Parametric Rolling

2. Pure Loss of Stability

3. Surf-Riding/Broaching

4. Excessive Accelerations

5. Dead Ship Condition

Within the SGISC framework, intact stability failure is defined as a condition of the
vessel which is unable to remain within specified limits of roll angle and/or accelerations.
Two types of failure are considered, total stability failure (capsizing) or partial failure
(an unacceptable condition for normal operation of the crew, passenger, cargo, or ship
equipment related to large amplitude roll motions and accelerations). Each of the five
failure modes has a multi-tier concept, where the assessment of a ship’s vulnerability
consists of three different levels:

1. Vulnerability Level 1 (L1)

2. Vulnerability Level 2 (L2)

3. Direct Stability Assessment (DSA)

Direct Stability Assessment gives an opportunity to get a realistic picture i.e. to
use numerical simulations or physical model tests to evaluate the dynamic stability and
safety of an advanced ship model. Due to the complexity, price, time required to perform
the assessment, and limitations of human resources and facilities, failure modes may be
assessed using simpler procedures, L1 and L2. L1 and L2 are less accurate but the level of
conservatism is increased (L1 should be the most conservative but the least accurate).
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[ 

Figure 1.1.3 - Simplified scheme of the application structure of second generation intact 
stability criteria. For actual application details, reference is to be made to the text of these 
Guidelines.] 

1.1.4 Testing 

1.1.4.1 The second generation intact stability criteria have been developed envisioning a 
future incorporation into the IS Code. However, they require testing before using them as 
mandatory criteria. This is because the robustness of the new criteria is not the same for the 
different stability failure modes.  

Specifically, results obtained in the development process, indicate that: 

.1 parametric rolling and broaching/surf-riding Level 1 and Level 2 vulnerability 
criteria have sufficient scientific background and feasible methods for 
regulatory use; 

.2 Level 2 vulnerability criterion for pure loss of stability provides very 
conservative results for ships with low freeboard; therefore, results of testing 
for such ships should be treated with care;  

.3 Level 1 and Level 2 vulnerability criteria for dead ship stability failure mode 
sometimes provide non-consistent results, i.e. Level 2 may be more 
conservative than Level 1 for some ships; and 

.4 vulnerability criteria for excessive acceleration may require further 
refinements. 

1.1.4.2 Therefore, the Organization requests Member States to use these criteria on a trial 
basis at this stage. Such testing procedures, and subsequent reporting, are necessary to gain 
confidence in them and consequently enable the introduction of a new approach to the analysis 
of intact stability. It is highly recommended to apply the criteria also to existing ships and to 

Figure 3.1: Simplified scheme of the application structure of SGISC (IMO, 2019).

As an alternative solution to the mentioned levels which are ship design and loading
condition dependent, an additional level - Operational Guidance/Operational Limitations
(OG/OL) is added to the framework (see Figure 3.1). Furthermore, each level can be used
as a starting point and can be used stand-alone, independently of other levels. In such a
way, the end-users have two possibilities to achieve compliance with the criteria: to change
the design of the ship or to apply the operational measures. Currently, the use of SGISC
is not mandatory.

3.2. Fundamentals of Stability Failure Modes

In this Section, all modes of stability failures will be briefly explained. A detailed description
of these failure modes can be found in IMO, 2022. Understanding the relationship between
wave frequencies and ship motions is a vital initial step before explaining potential failure
modes. The frequency of the waves, denoted by ω, undoubtedly plays a significant role in
influencing a ship’s motions. Nevertheless, these motions are actually dependent on the
encounter frequency which depends on the ship’s speed and the angle between the ship’s
heading and the direction of wave propagation.

Head Seas 

Following Seas 

Ship Speed

Beam Seas 

Beam Seas 

Waves

Encounter frequency

Figure 3.2: Wave propagation in an encounter with a heading of the ship.
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Figure 3.2 describes the relationship between the ship’s heading and the propagation
of waves, from where the encounter frequency (ωe) can be defined. The figure includes a
mathematical formulation of ωe. In this context, the x− y coordinate system is connected
to the ship, while the x axis represents the ship’s direction of sailing. The constant speed
of the ship is represented as v, while the heading angle relative to the waves is denoted as
µ. The term λ refers to the wavelength, while c stands for the celerity of the waves.

Beam Seas 

Encounter 
frequency

Wave
frequencyFollowing Seas

Head Seas

Figure 3.3: Encounter frequency (Lloyd, 1998).

In the µ range from 90◦ up to 270◦, the encounter frequency is always greater than
the wave frequency. Parametric rolling can appear in these circumstances, while next to
this failure mode also slamming or green water could be potentially dangerous scenarios.
Excessive rolling is a dangerous scenario that occurs in beam ways (µ = 90◦ or µ = 270◦).
Encounters frequency is equal to wave frequency which means the ship experienced the
wave frequency. Parametric Rolling, Pure Loss of Stability, and Surf-Riding/Broaching are
appearing in the case of the following seas (µ = 0◦) or stern-quartering waves (0◦ < µ < 90◦
or 270◦ < µ < 360◦). The encounter frequency is reduced, but for the high waves frequency
becomes even negative. A negative frequency means that the ship is overtaking the waves,
while a positive encounter frequency means that the waves are overtaking the ship (Lloyd,
1998). Slamming also can occur next to those failure stability modes. Explained relations
of the frequencies can be found in Figure 3.3. Those relations are derived from linear wave
theory, which is considered in SGISC. However, more details about linear wave theory can
be found in mentioned reference Lloyd, 1998 or in Hofman, 2020.

3.2.1. Parametric Rolling

While sailing in the head, following, bow, and stern-quartering seas, if certain conditions
are met, the ship can experience undesirable rolling motions, known as Parametric Rolling.
The motions can quickly become extremely violent, resulting in large roll amplitudes and
(sometimes) significant lateral accelerations.
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The basic conditions of the parametric resonance imply that the encounter frequency
is approximately twice the natural roll frequency of the ship and that the wavelength
is close to the ship’s length. These conditions, as a consequence, lead to fluctuation in
righting lever(GZ) because, as the wave passes by the ship, the midship is positioned
at the wave crest at one instance, and at the wave trough at another. This causes the
fluctuating changes of stability-related parameters of ship underwater hull geometry.

GZ 

GZ 

Figure 3.4: Changes of stability in one wave cycle (IMO, 2023). The figure above is
showing the situation where the wave trough is amidships, and below when
the wave crest is located amidships. With ( ) is represented changes in
the waterplane and righting lever. With ( ) is represented waterplane
while with ( ) righting lever in calm water.

Large container vessels are more prone to these changes in hydrostatic properties in
waves, and consequently to Parametric Rolling, because of their hull forms. In order to
provide more space for containers on deck, the aft part of the ship has a pronounced flare.
Mentioned changes of stability can be visible in Figure 3.4 while a simplified scenario of
Parametric Rolling is represented in Figure 3.5.

Strong restoring, 
picking up 

rotation speed 

Stability is decreased, 
ship rolls further 

Stability is 
increased 

with strong 
restoring 

Stability is increased 
again, strong restoring 

cycle is repeated 

GZ GZ GZ 

Figure 3.5: Simplified scenario of parametric roll resonance - one and a half wave cycle
(IMO, 2023). The left side shows ship rolls while in the wave trough, in the
middle in the wave crest, and on the right again in the wave trough. With
( ) is represented righting lever in calm water while with ( ) changes of
a righting lever due to a variation of waterplane.
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Therefore, due to differences in the underwater hull geometry, the roll motion ampli-
tudes increase gradually with each wave cycle. Roll damping is an important factor in the
inception of Parametric Rolling; the lower the damping, the greater the chances for the
onset of this stability failure mode.

3.2.2. Pure Loss of Stability

Pure Loss of Stability is a stability failure mode that is also induced by a change of ship
hydrostatics properties on the wave crest but it is considered to be a single-wave event.

In this scenario, the wave propagates from astern (following or stern-quartering wave)
whereby the wave celerity is slightly higher than the ship speed. Again, the wavelength
should be similar to the ship length. As a result, the ship is being "captured" by the
wave (the encounter frequency is almost zero) and may remain for a prolonged period
(an order of magnitude greater than the natural roll period) at the wave crest. From
the stability point of view, the extended time spent at the wave crest may result in a
significant decrease in the righting lever.

a)

b)

GZ 

GZ 

Figure 3.6: Pure Loss of Stability (IMO, 2023). a) Typical changes of stability caused
by relatively small waves. b) Large decrease of GZ curve, caused by the
crest of a large wave. With ( ) is represented righting lever in calm water
while with ( ) changes of a righting lever due to a variation of waterplane.

The actual reduction of stability in case of Pure loss of stability may vary as shown
in Figure 3.6, and so will the energy required to heel the ship. Pure loss of stability may
not even occur in the absence of a (sufficiently high) heeling moment unless the ship has
attained a negative metacentric height.

3.2.3. Surf-Riding/Broaching-to

Surf-Riding is a phenomenon that occurs under specific conditions. The waves approach
from the stern (following or stern-quartering), and steepness should be sufficiently high.
Additionally, the wavelength must be similar to the ship’s length while the speed of the
ship should be equal to, or higher than wave celerity (the so-called "stationary sailing").
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This is a single-wave event where the waves capture a ship on the front slope, which is
leading to matching the speeds of the waves and vessel.

Surf-Riding often precedes Broaching-to which represents a violent, uncontrollable
turn accompanied by a large heel angle that may lead to capsizing. However, larger and
slower ships are not considered vulnerable to this stability failure mode.
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5 Physical background of surf-riding and broaching 

5.1 General description of surf-riding/broaching failure mode 

5.1.1 Broaching (a shortening of "broaching-to") is a violent uncontrollable turn that occurs despite maximum steering 
efforts to maintain course. As with any other sharp turn event, broaching is accompanied with a large heel angle, which 
has the potential effect of a partial or total stability failure. Broaching is usually preceded by surf-riding which occurs when a 
wave, approaching from the stern, "captures" a ship and accelerates the ship to the speed of the wave (i.e. the wave 
celerity). Surf-riding is a single wave event in which the wave profile does not vary relative to the ship. Because 
most ships are directionally unstable in the surf-riding condition, this manoeuvring yaw instability could lead to an 
uncontrollable turn – termed "broaching." 

5.1.2 Because surf-riding usually precedes broaching, the likelihood of surf-riding occurrence can be used to 
formulate vulnerability criteria for broaching. In order for surf-riding to occur, several conditions need to be satisfied: 

.1 the wavelength should be comparable to the ship length or larger; 

.2 the wave should be sufficiently steep to produce sufficient wave surfing force; and 

.3 the ship speed and course should be comparable to the wave celerity and direction, respectively. 

5.1.3 When a ship proceeds in following waves, three main forces act in the axial direction. Thrust is the force produced by 
the ship's propulsor to propel the ship forward. Resistance (or drag) is the force that opposes the forward ship motion. The 
surging wave force is the force imparted by a wave to either push the ship forward or back depending on whether the ship is 
on the face or back of a wave, respectively. These forces are represented in figure 5.1. 

Figure 5.1 Forces acting on a ship in following waves 

5.1.4 When a surging wave force is present, three conditions are possible in periodic waves: 

.1 Surging motion. This condition occurs when the wave surge force is insufficient to 
overcome the difference between the thrust of the ship's propulsor and the resistance of the 
ship at the wave celerity. In this case, the ship oscillates from increasing speed when on the front 
side of the wave to decreasing speed when on the back side of the wave – an oscillatory motion. 

Figure 3.7: Direction of the forces (IMO, 2023). Thrust is the force produced by the
propulsion system that enables the ship to move forward against resistance
forces. Wave surfing force pushes the ship forward (denoted with green color)
or backward (denoted with red color) depending on its position relative to
the waves.

Depending on the position relative to the waves, ship speed can vary. The surging
force can contribute positively to the thrust when the vessel is located at the face of the
wave (higher speed) while on the back of the wave, the force is pushing back the ship (see
Figure 3.7).

Wave crest amidships 

Calm Water

Calm Water

Wave trough amidships 
GZ 

GZ 

GZ 

GZ 

Figure 3.8: Equilibrium positions for Surf-Riding relative to the waves (IMO, 2023).
The ship can be disturbed backward or forwards due to the external effect,
but depending on the location will define the equilibrium condition of the
ship, either stable or unstable.
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To experience the Surf-Riding the vessel should be in an equilibrium state and that can
be achieved when the surging forces, the resistance of the hull, and the thrust force (thrust),
are balanced otherwise the ship will just experience the surging motions. Regarding this
matter, the stable equilibrium is when a ship after being unbalanced, naturally returns
to the position where only Surf-Riding is possible. Contrarily, in a state of unstable
equilibrium, the ship may experience either Surf-Riding conditions or surging motions.
The balance between those forces for different ship positions on the waves is represented
in Figure 3.8.

3.2.4. Excessive Acceleration

Lateral accelerations can mainly occur on the vessel in the ballast condition with high
metacentric height. Smaller metacentric heights in terms of rolling motions are more
favorable as they are associated with higher values of the rolling period. Excessive
Acceleration is included last on the list of stability failures. Accidents of the container
vessels Chicago Express in September 2008 and Guayas in September 2009 make this
phenomenon included as a failure mode. Nevertheless, as an example, the values of GM
of those vessels are 7.7 m and 5.6 m, respectively.

During rolling motions, the rolling period is the same for every position on the ship
but not the travel distance. The object located at higher positions needs a longer distance
to cover for the same time compared to when it is located lower. To satisfy this condition,
linear velocity i.e. linear acceleration needs to be larger at the higher positions (see
Figure 3.9). Large linear acceleration causes larger inertial forces, which can be fatal for
the crew members and cargo. Moreover, experiencing Excessive Acceleration does not
depend on the vessel speed but it is necessary for the wave to propagate from the beam
direction.
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1.1.2 Next, a sudden and long gust of wind occurs. The worst possible instant for this is 
when the ship is rolled at the maximum windward angle; in this case, action of wind is added 
to the action of waves. The strengthening wind increases drift velocity and this leads to an 
increase of the hydrodynamic drift reaction. The increase of the drift velocity leads to 
the increase of the hydrodynamic reaction and, therefore, to the increase of the heeling 
moment by the pair of aerodynamic and hydrodynamic forces. The gust is assumed to last 
long enough so the ship can roll to the other side completely; the achieved leeward roll angle 
is the base of the criterion. If it is too large, or some openings may be flooded, the stability of 
the ship is considered insufficient. 

2. Physical background of stability failure related to excessive accelerations

2.1 Accelerations caused by ship motions

2.1.1 When a ship is rolling, the objects in higher locations travel longer distances. A period 
of roll motions is the same for all the location on board the ship. To cover longer distance 
during the same time, the linear velocity must be larger. As the velocity changes its direction 
every half a period, larger linear velocity leads to larger linear accelerations. Large linear 
acceleration means larger inertial force (see figure 2.1). 

2.1.2 Inertial forces acting in a horizontal plane are more dangerous for a human than 
vertical inertial forces. The vertical inertia forces cause brief overloading, while horizontal 
inertial forces cause humans to lose their balance, fall or even be thrown against walls, 
bulkheads or and other structures. Large accelerations are mostly caused by roll motions so 
they have predominantly lateral direction. 

2.1.3 If the GM value is larger, the period of roll motion is smaller. Thus, for the same roll 
amplitude the changes of linear velocity occur faster, so accelerations are larger. 

Figure 2.1 Scenario of stability failure related to excessive accelerations 

2.2 Synchronous resonance in ship motions 

2.2.1 A large angle of roll may be caused by different physical mechanisms. Some of them 
are already included as a part of vulnerability assessment of the second generation of IMO 
stability criteria: pure loss of stability, parametric rolling and broaching. Among these 
phenomena, parametric rolling is known to cause excessive accelerations. However, 
synchronous resonance is not covered by other vulnerability criteria. 

2.2.2 Synchronous resonance is a phenomenon of amplification of motion response when 
the natural frequency of the ship motion is close to the frequency of the wave excitation. 

 Large  

Small 

Inertial forces 
at the location 

Longer distance 
traveled 

Shorter distance 
traveled 

Figure 3.9: Simplification of a scenario - Excessive Acceleration (IMO, 2023).

3.2.5. Dead Ship Condition

Dead Ship Condition refers to a scenario where a ship has lost its power and has turned
into beam seas, where it is rolling under the action of waves as well as heeling and drifting
under the action of wind. Under these circumstances, the vessels with large lateral surfaces
are most vulnerable to DSC, such as container vessels, RO-RO, etc. The simplified scenario
of the stability failure mode DSC is represented in Figure 3.10.
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ANNEX 

APPENDIX 1 

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE STABILITY FAILURE MODES ADDRESSED 
BY SECOND GENERATION INTACT STABILITY CRITERIA 

1.1.1 Dead ship condition was the first mode of stability failure addressed by the  physics-
based severe wind-and-roll criterion, also known as the "weather criterion", which was adopted by 
IMO in 1985 (resolution A.562(14)) and is now embodied in section 2.3 of part A of the 2008 Intact 
Stability Code. The scenario of the weather criterion is shown in figure1.1. This scenario assumes 
that a ship has lost its power and has turned into beam seas, where it is rolling under the action of 
waves as well as heeling and drifting under the action of wind. Drift-related heel is a result of 
action of a pair of forces: wind aerodynamic force and hydrodynamic reaction caused by 
transverse motion of the ship. 

Wind 

 Wind gust 

Drift reaction 

 Wind gust 

 Wind gust 

 Wind gust 

Drift 

 Drift 

Drift 

 Drift 

 Drift 

Drift reaction 

Drift reaction 

Drift reaction 

Drift reaction 

Figure 3.10: Simplified scenario of Dead Ship Condition (IMO, 2023). Firstly, it is
assumed that the ship would turn the beam to wind and waves due to the
loss of propulsion, which is followed by drifting and rolling. Secondly, the
ship is exposed to a sudden gust of wind when it reaches the windward roll
amplitude. In this condition, the ship starts to roll back to leeward where
the velocity of drift and drift reaction start to grow. As the ship rolls
further to the leeward side, the velocity and reaction of the drift continue
to escalate, resulting in an extra heeling force. Eventually, the ship will
reach its maximum roll angle on the leeward side, which may result in
stability failure.

To prevent or mitigate stability failure modes described herein, the crew could consider
taking appropriate operational measures, such as a change of course and/or speed. This is
not the case with the Dead Ship Condition. Due to the loss of systems providing thrust
and control, the master and the crew are unable to react, so the ship is "on its own". Both
conventional and non-conventional ships can experience this condition, which emphasizes
the need for comprehensive assessment methods.
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Dead Ship Condition

This Chapter explains the procedures for stability assessment at Level 1 and Level 2
of SGISC for Dead Ship Condition stability failure mode. Detailed descriptions of the
procedures for both L1 and L2, as well as all the formulas and expressions used in this
Chapter, may be found in IMO, 2020.

The Level 1 vulnerability criterion of SGISC is based on the "Severe wind and rolling
criterion" (i.e., "Weather Criterion") with the correction of factor s. Weather Criterion
represents a semi-empirical approach that is based on the dynamic stability criteria used
in Japan and USSR in the 1950s. Weather Criterion incorporates the experiences in the
operation of ship types and hull forms which could be nowadays considered outdated to
a large extent. Nevertheless, due to simplicity and long experience in their application,
Weather Criteria are still used, despite their deficiencies.

Vulnerability Level 2 of SGISC is a probabilistic criterion based on the evaluation
of the long-term stability failure index CDSC . Compared to L1, L2 takes more precisely
into account the physical phenomena of ships in environmental conditions. This makes
L2 more complex, but also less conservative and more universally applicable, even to
unconventional vessels.

4.1. Vulnerability Level 1

Assessment of the vulnerability at Level 1 for dead ship stability failure mode is evaluated
using the "Severe wind and rolling criterion (weather criterion)" outlined in section 2.3
of part A of the 2008 Intact Stability Code (the wave steepness values (s) have been
expanded). The vessel should withstand the combined effects of beam wind and rolling
(due to the waves) in the following scenario:

1. The ship is subjected to a steady wind pressure acting perpendicular to the ship’s
centreline which results in a steady wind heeling lever, lw1. Due to the lw1, the ship
is heeled up to a static angle of equilibrium ϕ0 which should not exceed 16 ◦ or 80 %
of the angle of the deck edge immersion, whichever is less.

2. From the resultant angle of equilibrium, ϕ0, the ship is assumed to roll owing to
wave action to an angle of roll, ϕ1.
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3. The ship is then subjected to a gust of wind which results in a gust wind heeling
lever, lw2.

4. As indicated in Figure 4.1, under these circumstances, area b (hatched with green
color) should be equal to or greater than area a (hatched with blue color).

ϕ [°]

L
ev
er

 [m
]

ϕ0 ϕcϕ0 −ϕ1 ϕ2

a

b

GZ [m]

lw1 [m]

lw2 [m]

Figure 4.1: Graphical representation of "Weather Criterion". The angle of heel under
the action of the steady wind lw1 is ϕ0 and the angle of a roll to windward
due to wave action is ϕ1. Angle ϕ2 is defined as minimum among 50◦, the
angle of downloading ϕf , and the angle of capsize ϕc (the second intercept
between lw2 and GZ curves).

The wind heeling levers lw1 and lw2 are constant values at all angles of inclination and
should be calculated as follows:

lw1 = P · AL · Z
1000 · g ·∆ (4.1)

lw2 = 1.5 · lw1 (4.2)

where P is wind pressure of 504 [Pa], Z [m] is the vertical distance from the center of
lateral windage area AL [m2] to the center of the underwater lateral area, g is the gravity
constant (taken as 9.81 [m/s2]) and displacement of the vessel is denoted with ∆ [t].

The angle of roll, ϕ1, should be calculated as follows:

ϕ1 = 109 · k ·X1 ·X2 ·
√
r · s . (4.3)
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Values of factors X1, X2, k, and s can be found in Table 4.1, where intermediate values
should be calculated using linear interpolation. For the rounded-bilge ships having no
bilge or bar keel factor k value is 1, or for the ships which have a sharp bilge value is 0.7.
Otherwise, factor k can be estimated using the table where Ak [m2] represents the total
overall area of bilge keels or the area of the lateral projection of the bar keel or the sum of
these areas. Factor r can be calculated as follows:

r = 0.73 + 0.6 · KG− d
d

. (4.4)

Table 4.1: Values of factor X1, X2, k and s

Factor X1 Factor X2 Factor k Factor s
B/d X1 CB X2

Ak·100
LWL·B

k Tr(s) s

≤2.4 1.0 ≤0.45 0.75 0 1.0 ≤6 0.100
2.5 0.98 0.50 0.82 1.0 0.98 7 0.098
2.6 0.96 0.55 0.89 1.5 0.95 8 0.093
2.7 0.95 0.60 0.95 2.0 0.88 12 0.065
2.8 0.93 0.65 0.97 2.5 0.79 14 0.053
2.9 0.91 ≥0.70 1.00 3.0 0.74 16 0.044
3.0 0.90 3.5 0.72 18 0.038
3.1 0.88 ≥4.0 0.70 20 0.032
3.2 0.86 22 0.028
3.4 0.82 24 0.025
≥3.5 0.80 26 0.023

28 0.021
≥30 0.020

An alternative solution for determining the wind heeling lever lw1, wave steepness
factor s, and the angle of roll ϕ1 under certain circumstances, can be found in mentioned
document (IMO, 2020).

4.2. Vulnerability Level 2

Compared to Level 1, the methodology of Level 2 is more complex but the accuracy of
vulnerability to Dead Ship Conditions is improved. The procedure of L2 is a probabilistic
approach, where a measure of the stability failure mode is long-term probability index
CDSC which is obtained as a weighted average of the probability of stability failures in a
range of various short-term environmental conditions i.e. a weighted average of short-term
index CDSC,s. The short-term conditions are defined by the wind and wave spectra, using
specific significant wave height Hs and zero-crossing wave period Tz, and the corresponding
wind speed. The probability of occurrence of the short-term weather conditions (necessary
for the long-term assessment) is defined with a wave scatter table. The short-term index
CDSC,s except Hs and Tz also depends on ship characteristics and short-term exposure
time.

According to the procedure, the ship roll motion is described with a one-degree-of-
freedom mathematical model: a second-order non-linear differential equation given in
Equation (4.5):

(M44 + A44) ϕ̈+Mdamp(ϕ̇) +Mrest(ϕ) = Mwave(t) +Mwind(t) (4.5)
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where M44 is a roll mass moment of inertia, A44 is a roll added mass moment of inertia,
Mdamp is the damping moment, Mrest is restoring moments, Mwave(t) is the excitation
moment due to the waves, andMwind(t) is the excitation moment due to wind. Additionally,
ϕ represents an angle of the roll where ϕ̇ is velocity and ϕ̈ is acceleration with respect
to the time t. It is assumed that drifting and heave motion can be neglected. A further
convenience in solving this equation is to linearization of GZ curve, which will be shown
later.
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Figure 4.2: Simplified scheme for short-term assessment.

The Equation (4.5) is linearized to make use of the advantages of the linear systems
theory. Linear wave theory allows us to represent motions of the considered system (in
our case ship) as an excitation oscillated linear system where the excitation frequencies
are distinctly defined. More specifically, the excitation forces are defined by the sea state
characteristics that have been determined for the considered region, i.e. sea or ocean where
the vessel will operate. As a result, the Level 2 approach provides an appropriate tool
that employs the 1DOF equation of motions, from which an irregular roll moment can be
obtained including environmental influence and ship characteristics. The methodology of
defining CDSC,s will be described in follows, where this simplified scheme of this procedure
is represented in Figure 4.2.

4.2.1. External Impacts

It is assumed that both wind and waves act from the beam direction while evaluating sea
and wind states can be used as an energy spectrum. Firstly, the influence of the waves
can be defined using the Bretschneider spectrum which depends on two parameters, Hs

and Tz. The spectrum of wave elevation Szz(ω), as a function of wave frequency ω, can be
calculated as follows:

Szz(ω) = H2
s

4π ·
(2π
Tz

)4
· ω−5 · exp

[
− 1
π
·
(2π
Tz

)4
· ω−4

]
(4.6)
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4.2. VULNERABILITY LEVEL 2

After that, the spectrum of the wave slope Sαα(ω) can be calculated using the following
equation:

Sαα(ω) = ω2

g2 · Szz(ω) (4.7)

where g represents gravity acceleration. As a final step to characterize the sea state, the
wave excitation moment can be evaluated using an effective wave slope spectrum:

Sαα,c(ω) = r2(ω) · Sαα(ω) (4.8)

where r(ω) is the effective wave slope coefficient that describes complex hydrodynamic
interaction between waves and a ship hull. The detailed procedure (IMO Method) of
determining r(ω) is given in Section 4.2.5.

Regarding excitation moment due to wind, is necessary first to define the spectrum of
the wind gustiness Sv(ω) which is estimated using the Davenport spectrum:

Sv(ω) = 4K · U
2
w

ω
· X2

D

(1 +X2
D)

4
3

with
K = 0.003

XD = 600 · ω

π · Uw

(4.9)

where K is the drag coefficient dependent on the roughness of the surface (in our case
water surface). Davenport spectrum is also dependent on the mean wind speed Uw which
is given as a function of significant wave height Hs.

Uw =
(

Hs

0.06717

) 1
1.5

(4.10)

The spectrum of the second excitation moment due to gust wind is calculated as follows:

SδMwind,tot
(ω) = (ρair · Uw · Cwhm · AL · Z)2 · χ2(ω) · Sv(ω) (4.11)

where ρair is the density air, Cwhm is heeling moment coefficient (taken as 1.22), AL is the
lateral windage area, Z is the vertical distance from the center of the lateral windage area
AL to the center of the underwater lateral area (or roughly to a point at one-half the mean
draught d) and χ(ω) is aerodynamic admittance function. The χ(ω) function represents
the correction factor in order to consider the absolute dimensions of the windage area for
different frequencies. The constant value of 1 for χ(ω) is adopted, as it is advised in the
mentioned document.

The mean speed of wind is also included in defining the mean heeling momentMwind,tot
or lever lwind,tot which induced static heel angle ϕs.

Mwind,tot = 1
2 · ρair · U

2
w · Cwhm · AL · Z

lwind,tot = Mwind,tot

∆

(4.12)

After determining all parameters regarding external effects it is necessary to define some
additional characteristics regarding the ship and to relate them to the defined spectrums.
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CHAPTER 4. DEAD SHIP CONDITION

The current method for calculating the natural roll period in L1 is identical to the method
used in L2, which lacks a more precise approach. Estimation of the natural roll frequency
ω0 which can be derived from the natural roll period Tr using the following equation:

Tr = 2CB√
GM

ω0 = 2π
Tr

where

C = 0.373 + 0.023 · B
d
− 0.043 · LWL

100

(4.13)

Natural roll frequency ω0 which corresponds to initial metacentric height GM (in the
upright position) needs to be modified for the static angle of equilibrium ϕs under the
action of the constant heeling lever lwind,tot which is determined using Equation (4.12).
Therefore, modified natural frequency ω0,e can be calculated as follows:

ω0,e = ω0

√
GM res (ϕs)

GM
(4.14)

where with GM res is denoted residual metacentric height. Furthermore, by calculating
the first derivative at the static angle of equilibrium ϕs of the GZ curve, it’s possible to
determine the value of GM res. The constant heeling lever lwind,tot does not depend on the
heeling angle, where the equation below can be simplified.

GM res (ϕs) =
d
(
GZ − l wind,tot

)
dϕ

∣∣∣∣∣∣
ϕ=ϕs

= dGZ

dϕ

∣∣∣∣∣
ϕ=ϕs

− dl wind,tot
dϕ

∣∣∣∣∣
ϕ=ϕs

= dGZ

dϕ

∣∣∣∣∣
ϕ=ϕs
(4.15)

To derive a precise roll angle spectrum estimation, the relative and absolute roll transfer
functions are then obtained as follows:

H2
rel(ω) = ω4 + (2 · µe · ω)2(

ω2
0,e (ϕs)− ω2

)2
+ (2 · µe · ω)2

H2(ω) = ω4
0(

ω2
0,e (ϕs)− ω2

)2
+ (2 · µe · ω)2

(4.16)

where µe is the linear roll damping coefficient that needs to be estimated using Simplified
Ikeda’s method or a more appropriate approach, or through experimentation. Finally,
the ship’s response to the combined influence of wave and gustiness can be completed by
determining the spectrum of the effective relative roll angle S(ω):

S(ω) = H2
rel(ω) · Sαα,c(ω) +H2(ω) ·

SδMwind,tot
(ω)

(∆ ·GM)2 . (4.17)

Once the relative roll angle spectrum S(ω) is calculated, several main spectrum character-
istics can be evaluated. The zeroth m0 and second m2 spectral moment can be calculated
as:

m0 =
∫ ωmax

ωmin
S(ω)dω,

m2 =
∫ ωmax

ωmin
ω2 · S(ω)dω.

(4.18)
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4.2. VULNERABILITY LEVEL 2

The standard deviation of the roll motion σCDSC,s around the static angle of equilibrium
ϕs is determined as follows:

σCDSC,s = √m0 (4.19)
The zero-crossing roll period Tz,CDSC,s which can be derived from roll zero-crossing frequency
ωz,CDSC,s , which is calculated as:

ωz,CDSC,s =
√
m2

m0

Tz,CDSC,s = 2π
ωz,CDSC,s

(4.20)

4.2.2. Short-term Stability Failure Index

Before calculating the short-term stability failure index, it is necessary to determine the
critical angles before using an "equivalent area" approach. Due to the action of steady
wind, the actual righting lever GZ(ϕ) is reduced (GZres(ξ)) with constant heeling lever
lwind,tot .

GZres(ξ) = GZ(ϕ)− lwind,tot . (4.21)
After reduction, the linearized righting lever can be defined by residual metacentric height
GM res at the static heel angle ϕs. The reason why this method is required is due to the
differences between the residual areas below the linearized righting lever and the actual
residual lever. The energies of restoring, which those areas represent are not the same
and some corrections have to be considered to achieve equality. This can be obtained by
calculating virtual capsize angles which will give the same area for the linearized righting
lever such as the areas obtained below the actual righting lever.

Wave crest amidships 

Calm Water

Calm Water

Wave trough amidships 
GZ 

GZ 

GZ 

GZ 

Figure 4.3: Graphical representation of critical angles in DSC-L2. The righting lever
GZ is detonated with ( ), while with ( ) is represented the constant
heeling lever due to wind lwind,tot. The linearised righting lever which is
defined by residual metacentric height GM res is denoted with ( ). The
grey-hatched area represents the residual energy of a specific lever.
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CHAPTER 4. DEAD SHIP CONDITION

The angle of failure to leeward ϕfail,+ is the minimum between vanishing stability
ϕVW,+ under the action of steady wind (second intersection on the positive side) or critical
angle ϕcrit,+. The angle of failure to windward ϕfail,− is the maximum between vanishing
stability ϕVW,− under the action of steady wind defined (first intersection on the negative
side), and critical angle ϕcrit,−. The critical angle ϕcrit,+ to leeward is taken as the
minimum between downflooding angle ϕf,+ and 50 ◦ while to windward ϕcrit,− is taken
as the maximum between downflooding angle ϕf,− (assumed as negative), or -50◦. After
defining those angles, the residual area under the GZ curve at the leeward side is defined
from the static heel angle ϕs to the ϕfail,+ while at the windward side from ϕfail,− to the
static heel angle ϕs. In order to achieve equality, the calculation of the virtual capsize
angles ϕcap,EA+ and ϕcap,EA− is given below:

ϕcap,EA+ = ϕs +
√

2
GM res (ϕs)

·
∫ ϕs

ϕfail,+
GZres(ξ)dξ ,

ϕcap,EA− = ϕs −
√

−2
GM res (ϕs)

·
∫ ϕfail,−

ϕs
GZres(ξ)dξ .

(4.22)

In Figure 4.3 is graphically represented the equality between areas under the linearized
and the actual residual lever, with respect to specific critical angles. The risk indices to
leeward RIEA+ and windward RIEA− can be evaluated as follows:

RIEA+ =
σCDSC,s

∆ϕres,EA+
; ∆ϕres,EA+ = ϕcap,EA+ − ϕs,

RIEA− =
σCDSC,s

∆ϕres,EA−
; ∆ϕres,EA− = ϕcap,EA− − ϕs

(4.23)

where ∆ϕres,EA+ and ∆ϕres,EA− represent a residual range of stability to leeward and
windward, respectively. In Equation (4.24) is given formulation to calculate rEA which
represents the occurrence of capsizing (Poisson process). Taking a reciprocal value of rEA
can give us the average time between two capsize events (measured in seconds), which is
more understandable.

rEA = 1
Tz,CDSC,s

·
[
exp

(
− 1

2 ·RI2
EA+

)
+ exp

(
− 1

2 ·RI2
EA−

)]
. (4.24)

The short-term stability failure index of Dead Ship Condition, for the considered short-term
environmental condition and exposure time Texp, can be finally calculated as:

CDSC,s = 1− exp (−rEA · Texp) (4.25)

where this short-term exposure period Texp represents the period that the ship has to
withstand in Dead Ship Conditions.

4.2.3. Long-term Probability Index

The long-term probability index is based on the probability of occurrence of short-term
environmental conditions. The long-term conditions are given in terms of the wave scatter
table which is represented in Table 4.2. The table corresponds to the North Atlantic
characteristics. The long-term probability index can be calculated as follows:

CDSC =
n∑
i=1

CDSC,s,i ·Wi (4.26)
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4.2. VULNERABILITY LEVEL 2

where CDSC,s,i is the i− th short-term stability failure index corresponding to i− th sea
state, and Wi is the weighting factor for i − th sea state from the scatter table. The
weighting factor is given as a function of significant wave height Hs and zero-crossing
wave period Tz and it is obtained when the reported number of occurrences from the wave
scatter table is divided by the total number of occurrences of all sea states. The total
number of occurrences for the North Atlantic is 100000.

Table 4.2: Wave Scatter Table of North Atlantic

Tz[s] - Average Zero-Crossing Wave Period
3.5 4.5 5.5 6.5 7.5 8.5 9.5 10.5 11.5 12.5 13.5 14.5 15.5 16.5 17.5 18.5

H
s
[m

]-
Si
gn

ifi
ca
nt

W
av
e
H
ei
gh

t

0.5 1.3 133.7 865.6 1186 634.2 186.3 36.9 5.6 0.7 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.5 0 29.3 986 4976 7738 5569.7 2375.7 703.5 160.7 30.5 5.1 0.8 0.1 0 0 0
2.5 0 2.2 197.5 2158.8 6230 7449.5 4860.4 2066 644.5 160.2 33.7 6.3 1.1 0.2 0 0
3.5 0 0.2 34.9 695.5 3226.5 5675 5099.1 2838 1114.1 337.7 84.3 18.2 3.5 0.6 0.1 0
4.5 0 0 6 196.1 1354.3 3288.5 3857.5 2685.5 1275.2 455.1 130.9 31.9 6.9 1.3 0.2 0
5.5 0 0 1 51 498.4 1602.9 2372.7 2008.3 1126 463.6 150.9 41 9.7 2.1 0.4 0.1
6.5 0 0 0.2 12.6 167 690.3 1257.9 1268.6 825.9 386.8 140.8 42.2 10.9 2.5 0.5 0.1
7.5 0 0 0 3 52.1 270.1 594.4 703.2 524.9 276.7 111.7 36.7 10.2 2.5 0.6 0.1
8.5 0 0 0 0.7 15.4 97.9 255.9 350.6 296.9 174.6 77.6 27.7 8.4 2.2 0.5 0.1
9.5 0 0 0 0.2 4.3 33.2 101.9 159.9 152.2 99.2 48.3 18.7 6.1 1.7 0.4 0.1
10.5 0 0 0 0 1.2 10.7 37.9 67.5 71.7 51.5 27.3 11.4 4 1.2 0.3 0.1
11.5 0 0 0 0 0.3 3.3 13.3 26.6 31.4 24.7 14.2 6.4 2.4 0.7 0.2 0.1
12.5 0 0 0 0 0.1 1 4.4 9.9 12.8 11 6.8 3.3 1.3 0.4 0.1 0
13.5 0 0 0 0 0 0.3 1.4 3.5 5 4.6 3.1 1.6 0.7 0.2 0.1 0
14.5 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 0.4 1.2 1.8 1.8 1.3 0.7 0.3 0.1 0 0
15.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 0.4 0.6 0.7 0.5 0.3 0.1 0.1 0 0
16.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0 0 0

As a measure of vulnerability CDSC , a ship is not considered vulnerable to the Dead
Ship Condition if:

CDSC ≤ RDS0 (4.27)

Remark: Vulnerability Level 2 - Assumptions

Several main assumptions are made to perform calculations :

1. The ship is assumed to be exposed to each short-term environmental condition
for an exposure time of 3600 s (1 hour). Proposed by IMO.

2. Heeling angles to the leeward side are assumed to be positive, while heeling
angles to the windward side are assumed to be negative. Proposed by IMO.

3. The Simpson’s I rule as an integration method has been employed.

4. For the frequency domain, lower frequency limit is ωmin = 0.000342 rad/s while
for upper frequency limit is taken ωmax = 3.42 rad/s, and the frequency step is
∆ω = 0.000342 rad/s. The total number of frequencies for the discretization
of the spectrum is 10001. Proposed by IMO.
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CHAPTER 4. DEAD SHIP CONDITION

4.2.4. Roll Damping Estimation Method

The estimation of roll damping is performed using Simplified Ikeda’s method as proposed
within SGISC. Due to its extensiveness, the method will be only briefly explained in
the thesis. More details about the procedure can be found in IMO, 2023 or Kawahara
et al., 2011. The Simplified Ikeda’s method, in general, divides the roll damping coefficient
B44 into five distinctive damping components: friction (BF ), wave making (BW ), eddy
making (BE), lift (BL), and bilge keel (BBK). However, according to the definition of
Dead Ship Condition, a ship is assumed to have zero forward speed (IMO, 2020), thus the
lift-damping component (BL) is excluded from consideration. In addition, it is necessary
to compute the roll damping coefficient B44(ϕa) as a function of roll amplitude. Using
Equation (4.28) enables the extraction of the roll damping coefficients µ, β, and δ through
least square fitting. Nevertheless, one or more roll damping coefficients can be neglected,
if the final fitting is sufficiently accurate.

B44 (ϕa) · ω2
0

2 ·∆ ·GM
→ µ+ β · 4

3π · ω0 · ϕa + δ · 3
8 · ω

2
0 · ϕ2

a (4.28)

The roll damping coefficients are used to define the equivalent linear damping coefficient µe,
which is also a function of the standard deviation of the roll angular velocity σẋ. However,
σẋ and µe are mutually dependent, which means both are unknown. To determine both
parameters, the following iterative procedure can be used:

1. It is assumed for the first iteration (j = 1) that the standard deviation of roll angular
velocity is σẋ,j = 0.

2. The equivalent linear roll damping coefficient µe is estimated using the following
equation:

µe(σ ˙x,j) = µ+ β ·
√

2
π
· σ ˙x,j + δ · 3

2 · σ
2
˙x,j (4.29)

3. When µe is defined, the absolute roll angle spectrum Sx(ω) can be calculated using
the following equation:

Sx(ω) = H2(ω) · Sm(ω) = H2(ω) · SM(ω)
(∆ ·GM)2

where
SM(ω) = SM, wave (ω) + SδMwind ,tot(ω)
SM, wave (ω) = (∆ ·GM)2 · Sαα,c(ω)

(4.30)

4. New standard deviation of roll angular velocity σ ˙x,j+1 can be estimated using the
following equation:

σ ˙x,j+1 =
√∫ ∞

0
ω2 · Sx(ω)dω (4.31)

5. If the absolute difference | σẋ,j − σẋ,j+1 | is smaller than the given tolerance, the
procedure is stopped, and the value of σ ˙x,j+1 is assigned to σ ˙x,j where final equivalent
linear roll damping coefficient µe can be calculated. Otherwise, the process should
be repeated from step 2 to step 5.
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4.2. VULNERABILITY LEVEL 2

4.2.5. Effective Wave Slope Coefficient

SGISC proposed the procedure (IMO method) of estimation of the effective wave slope
coefficient, and it is given in IMO, 2023. In this approach, each transverse section of the
ship is transformed into a rectangular shape, maintaining the same dimensions as possible
of the original section (Figure 4.4). Sections heaving zero breadth at the waterline, such
as those in the region of the bulbous bow, are neglected.Chapter 4. Application of the Second Generation Intact Stability Criteria to river-sea ships

starboard side

bottom

port side

d
eq

Beq

Figure 4.3: Example of section transformation - IMO methodology.

6. The final value for the equivalent linear roll damping coefficient µe(σẋ) can be estimated,
according to Equation (4.38).

The range of roll amplitudes should be as large as possible (see IMO, 2013), so that future
extrapolations of the fitted polynomial defined in Equation (4.35) could be avoided. In this
thesis, the used range is from 0◦ to 25◦, with a step of 1◦, where the actual value for 0◦ is
replaced with an approximation (i.e. 0 ≈ 1 · 10−16), in order to avoid a numerical problem.
Furthermore, it was assumed that cubic damping coefficient δ is negligible, and only linear µ
and quadratic β roll damping coefficients are used.

4.4.2 Effective wave slope coefficient estimation method adopted by
IMO

Within the Second Generation Intact Stability Criteria, the so-called standard method (IMO
method) was proposed (see, for example IMO, 2013). The principle of the method is to trans-
form each cross-section of the ship hull into a rectangular shape, keeping dimensions of a section
as same as possible (as shown in Figure 4.3), and afterwards estimating the sectional Froude-
Krylov roll moments. This transformation provides analytical solution for the sectional wave
moment, and total wave moment is obtained by integration over the ship length. The total roll
moment is an intermediate step in effective wave slope coefficient estimation.

The IMO method is based on the following assumptions and approximations (the corre-
sponding algorithm is shown in Figure 4.4):

1. The underwater part of each transverse section of the ship is substituted by the “equivalent
underwater section” having, in general, the same breadth at the waterline and the same
underwater area of the original section, however:

(a) sections heaving zero breadth at the waterline, such as those in the region of the
bulbous bow, are neglected;

(b) the draught of the “equivalent underwater section” is limited to the ship sectional
draught;

2. The effective wave slope coefficient for each wave frequency is determined by using the
“equivalent underwater sections” considering only the undisturbed linear wave pressure.

3. For each section, a formula is applied which is the exact analytical solution for the rect-
angle.

33

Figure 4.4: Section transformation, IMO method (Rudaković, 2021).

This transformation provides an analytical solution for the sectional wave moment
(Froude Krylov), and the total wave moment is obtained by integration over the ship
length. The algorithm for determining the rectangular section is given in Equation (4.32).

if A(x) > 0 and B(x) > 0 :



if A(x)
B(x) ≤ d(x) :


Aeq(x) = A(x)
Beq(x) = B(x)
deq(x) = A(x)

B(x)

if A(x)
B(x) > d(x) :


deq(x) = d(x)
Beq(x) = B(x)
Aeq(x) = Aeq(x)

Beq(x)

otherwise:


Aeq(x) = 0
Beq(x) = 0
deq(x) = 0

(4.32)

As the shape of the sections changes, various vessel parameters may also be affected.
Therefore, the "equivalent vessel" characteristics should be again determined. The displace-
ment volume Veq, transverse metacentric radius BMT,eq, and the vertical height of the
center of buoyancy KBeq and gravity KGeq of the "equivalent vessel" can be determined
using the following equations:

Veq =
∫ xFE

xAE
Aeq(x)dx

BMT,eq = 1
Veq

∫ xFE

xAE

1
12B

3
eq(x)dx

KBeq = d− 1
Veq

∫ xFE

xAE

deq(x)
2 Aeq(x)dx

KGeq = KBeq +BMT,eq −GM

(4.33)
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CHAPTER 4. DEAD SHIP CONDITION

where xAE and xFE are the longitudinal coordinates of the aft and forward ends of the
ship, respectively.
The effective wave slope coefficient is defined as follows:

r(ω) =
∣∣∣∣∣
∫
LC(x)dx
VeqGM

∣∣∣∣∣ (4.34)

where,

C(x) =
{

0 if Aeq(x) = 0 and Beq(x) = 0
Aeq(x) ·

[
K1(x) +K2(x) + F1(x) ·OGeq

] (4.35)

and where

kw = ω2/g ; OGea = KGeq − d

K1(x) =
sin

(
kw · Beq(x)

2

)
(
kw · Beq(x)

2

) · (1 + kw · deq(x)) e−kw·deq(x) − 1
k2
w · deq(x)

K2(x) = − e
−kw·deq(x)

k2
w · deq(x) ·

cos
(
kw ·

Beq(x)
2

)
−

sin
(
kw · Beq(x)

2

)
(
kw · Beq(x)

2

)


F1(x) = −1− e−kw·deq(x)

kw · deq(x) ·
sin

(
kw · Beq(x)

2

)
(
kw · Beq(x)

2

)

(4.36)
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Sample Ship - Multipurpose Cargo Vessel

5.1. Model of the Ship

The Dead Ship Condition stability failure mode will be investigated using a small multi-
purpose cargo ship. This type of ships is mainly used at short distances to connect smaller
ports with major hubs. A unique feature of these ships is the possibility to carry different
cargo such as containers, bulk cargo, and other goods.

Only a ship loaded with containers will be considered in the analysis, as the corre-
sponding loading conditions result in large lateral surface areas that make them particularly
vulnerable to beam winds and hence, potentially vulnerable to Dead Ship Condition as
well. The selected sample ship (whose main particulars are given in Table 5.1) is taken
from the study of Bačkalov and Rudaković, 2017, which investigates the effect of freeboard
using a different probabilistic approach than SGISC. The body plan of the sample ship is
represented in Figure 5.1. The hull form is characterized by a bulbous bow as well as a
stern bulb, which is typical for single-screw ships. A high block coefficient is a consequence
of the cargo hold optimized for the carriage of containers.

Table 5.1: Main parameters of a sample ship

Parameter Symbol Value Unit

Waterline length LWL 121.3 [m]
Length between perpendicular LBP 120 [m]
Breadth overall B 21.3 [m]
Depth D 9 [m]
Draft d 7.14 [m]
Freeboard FB 1.86 [m]
Displacement ∆ 14504 [t]
Block coefficient CB 0.761 [−]
Prismatic coefficient CP 0.765 [−]
Waterplane area coefficient CW 0.846 [−]
Midship section coefficient CM 0.995 [−]
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Figure 5.1: Body plan

5.2. Modifying Freeboard on a Sample Ship

A systematic variation of the freeboard in the range from 1.5 m up to 3 m with a step of
0.5 m is performed on the sample ship. The objective is to investigate the impact of the
freeboard on the dynamic stability of the ship exposed to stochastic wind and irregular
waves. The required modification of the hull is performed using MAXSURF (student
license). Figure 5.2 illustrates the changes in the freeboard while maintaining consistency
with the remaining elements of the ship.

Table 5.2: Stability characteristics for different freeboard heights - GM = 1.5 m.

FB D GZmax Range of Stability ϕf ϕd
m m m ◦ ◦ ◦

1.5 8.64 0.769 63.6 39.6 8
2 9.14 0.816 64.6 40.2 10.7
2.5 9.64 0.880 65.5 40.2 13.3
3 10.14 0.947 66.8 40.2 15.8

The stability characteristics of the examined ship with different freeboards are reported
in Table 5.2. The righting levers GZ, and residual righting levers GZres corresponding to
the ship with different freeboards are represented in Figure 5.3.

Although the metacentric height is one of the most important ship stability parameters,
it is certainly not the only one. The initial stability of the ship can be increased with a
larger metacentric height, but it should be noted that at large values the rolling periods
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5.2. MODIFYING FREEBOARD ON A SAMPLE SHIP

decrease, which is accompanied by high lateral accelerations that can be dangerous for
the crew and cargo. The ship’s stability significantly depends on the hull form as well
which highlights the importance of considering the influence of freeboard in ensuring
appropriate stability characteristics. However, as was previously stated, the ICLL does not
consider this. While the metacentric height can be influenced to a certain extent during
the exploitation of the ship, unfortunately, the freeboard has to be determined in the
design phase. The minimum freeboard of the sample ship following ICLL is calculated in
Rudaković, 2014 and stands at 1.236 m. Nevertheless, in study Munakata et al., 2022 is
highlighted that Level 2 does not account in an appropriate manner influence on effective
wave slope and roll damping after deck immersion for lower freeboard heights. In addition,
as per Nechaev, 1978, the effects of green water start to be more pronounced if the height
of the freeboard range from 11 % to 17 % of the depth of the vessel. Consequently, it was
decided to consider values higher than that determined by ICLL.

1.
5m

3m
1.
98
m

Figure 5.2: Freeboard height variation.

Two different loading conditions (i.e. container arrangement) will be considered for
each of the freeboards. It is assumed that the ship displacement remains constant (i.e. the
draft does not change). The first loading condition (see Figure 5.4) considers 822 TEU
(twenty-foot equivalent unit) containers, arranged in four tiers across 13 bays in the cargo
hold, five tiers in the first eight bays and four tiers in the remaining five bays on top of
the cargo hold along the ship length, and an additional bay with six tiers on the deck,
between the accommodation space and the cargo hold. The second loading condition,
given in Figure 5.5, considers one tier less in the first eight bays on the deck and one tier
less in the aft-most positioned bay on the deck.
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(a) Righting levers for GM = 1.5 m.
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(b) Residual righting lever.

Figure 5.3: Stability characteristic for different freeboard heights. FB = 1.5 m( ),
FB = 2 m( ), FB = 2.5 m( ), and FB = 3 m( ).
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5.2. MODIFYING FREEBOARD ON A SAMPLE SHIP

Figure 5.4: Loading Condition 1. The red hatched area represents the projected lateral
area exposed to wind (AL = 1880.55 m2), while the blue hatched area
represents the underwater lateral area (AUW = 856.52 m2). The vertical
distance between the centroids of the two areas is Z = 11.89 m.

Figure 5.5: Loading Condition 2. The red hatched area represents the projected lateral
area exposed to wind (AL = 1735.63 m2), while the blue hatched area
represents the underwater lateral area (AUW = 856.52 m2). The vertical
distance between the centroids of the two areas is Z = 11.25 m.
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Application of the Vulnerability Level 2 of SGISC for

Dead Ship Condition

This Chapter presents a worked example of calculating the long-term Dead Ship Condition
failure index. The numerical code is written in Python programming language and aligns
with the procedure explained in Section 4.2 (DSC vulnerability at L2). The code is validated
with the available IMO data (IMO, 2013) and cross-checked with the corresponding code
used at the Department of Naval Architecture of the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering,
University of Belgrade (Rudaković, 2021).

The calculations are performed on the sample ship described in Chapter 5. It is
important to note that due to extensiveness, the worked example considers only a freeboard
height of 2 m and one metacentric height of 1 m. The main particulars used as input for
this worked example are listed in Table 6.1, while the constants used for all calculations in
this thesis can be found in Table 6.2. The example considers the ship with bilge keels in
Loading Condition 1.

Table 6.1: Considered data for the code of the worked example.

Parameter Symbol Value Unit

Waterline length LWL 121.3 [m]
Length between perpendicular LBP 120 [m]
Breadth overall B 21.3 [m]
Draft d 7.14 [m]
Freeboard FB 2 [m]
Displacement ∆ 14504 [t]
Block coefficient CB 0.761 [−]
Midship section coefficient CM 0.995 [−]
Metacentric height GM 1 [m]
Centre of gravity KG 6.07 [m]
Downflooding angle ϕf 40.2 [◦]
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CHAPTER 6. APPLICATION OF THE VULNERABILITY LEVEL 2 OF SGISC
FOR DEAD SHIP CONDITION

In Chapter 7, the outlined process will be iteratively conducted for each freeboard
height and a range of metacentric heights. Furthermore, the long-term stability failure
index will be represented as a function of GM , where the considered range of metacentric
height varies from 0.1 m up to 2 m, with the step of 0.1 m.

Remark: : Worked example - Loading Condition and Bilge Keels Dimensions

1. The projected lateral area for Loading Condition 1 is AL = 1880.55 m2 and the
vertical distance between the centroids of the windage area and the underwater
area is Z = 11.89 m.

2. It is assumed that the bilge keel dimensions correspond to the maximum values
of applicability of Simplified Ikeda’s method. The width is 0.22 m, and the
length of the bilge keels is 40% of the ship’s length.

The righting levers of the sample ship, corresponding to different freeboard heights,
are computed using the MAXSURF program (student license) for a specific value of GM0.
The residual righting lever for each freeboard height can then be easily determined, and as
previously explained, this term is only dependent on the hull form, making it a constant.

GZres(ϕ) = GZ(ϕ)−GM0 · sin(ϕ) (6.1)
Therefore, for the range of metacentric height, corresponding righting levers can be obtained
using the following equation:

GZi(ϕ) = GM i · sin(ϕ) +GZres(ϕ) (6.2)

The worked example is focused on a single righting lever, but the procedure mentioned
above will be carried out in Chapter 7 in order to analyze ship dynamic stability under
various conditions.

In the relevant IMO documents, there is no explicit mention of the required discretiza-
tion step or interpolation method to define the GZ curve, which is necessary to achieve
accurate results. In this thesis, a linear interpolation method with a discretization step
of 0.005 degree is used to define the GZ curve. Comparing available IMO data (IMO,
2013) with the mentioned assessment, it is found that a relative error of the short-term
failure index CDSC,s is 6.923%. It is important to highlight that the value of CDSC,s of the
IMO worked example is extremely small, on the order of 10−18. Despite this, the obtained
relative error is deemed satisfactory. A detailed explanation of this observation will be
provided in the following section. A smaller discretization step or another more precise
interpolation can be used, but to attain a balance between accuracy and computational
efficiency it is decided that the current assessment is sufficient.
Table 6.2: Consider constants.

Parameter Symbol Value Unit

Air density ρair 1.222 [m3/kg]
Water density ρ 1025 [m3/kg]
Viscosity η 1.14 · 10−6 [m2/s]
Gravity constant g 9.81 [m/s2]
Wind healing coefficient Cwhm 1.22 [−]
Aerodynamic admittance function λ 1 [−]
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The simplified algorithm for the implementation of DSC L2 is illustrated in Figure 6.1.
The individual parameters for considered ship characteristics have to be calculated for each
combination of significant wave height Hs and zero-crossing wave period Tz. The range
of significant wave height is given in range from 0.5 m up to 16.5 m , with increments of
1 m, while the zero-crossing wave period ranges from 3.5 s up to 18.5 s, with step of 1 s.
As mentioned before, the frequency domain ranges from 0.000342 rad/s up to 3.42 rad/s,
where the frequency step is ∆ω = 0.000342 rad/s.

Dead Ship Condition
Level 2

Ship Data

Environmental Data
Hs, Tz , ω

Szz(ω)

Sαα(ω)

r(ω)

Sαα,c(ω)

Sv(ω)

SδMwind,tot
(ω)

B̂44

B44(φa) → µ, β, δ

Starting Value
σẋ,j = 0

µe,j(µ, β, δ, σẋ,j)

Sx(ω)

σẋ,j+1

| σẋ,j − σẋ,j+1 |≤ 0.00001| σẋ,j − σẋ,j+1 |≤ 0.00001

µe(µ, β, δ, σẋ,j+1)

σẋ,j = σẋ,j+1

S(ω) Tz,CDSC,s
, σCDSC,s

RIEA+

RIEA−

lwind,tot

GMres

ω0,e

φcrit,+

φcrit,−

φfail,+

φfail,−

φcap,EA+

φcap,EA−

∆φcap,EA+

∆φcap,EA−

rEACDSC,sCDSC =
∑

CDSC,s,i ·Wi

CDSC ≤ RDS0 PassFail

Noccurences

Wi

No

Yes

YesNo

Figure 6.1: Simplified procedure for assessing Dead Ship Condition at Vulnerability
Level 2.
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CHAPTER 6. APPLICATION OF THE VULNERABILITY LEVEL 2 OF SGISC
FOR DEAD SHIP CONDITION

6.1. Wind Impact and Associated Relevant Angles

The analysis assumes that the ship is subject to the action of the mean wind Uw, which
can be calculated according to Equation (4.10) as a function of significant wave height Hs.
The total heeling moment Mwind tot caused by the mean wind, and the corresponding lever
lwind tot, can be calculated using Equation (4.12).

To estimate the static heeling angles ϕs, each intersection of GZ with a range of
heeling levers lwind tot (corresponding to each value of Uw) has to be considered. If the
mean wind heeling lever exceeds the righting lever i.e. an intersection does not exist,
the short-term failure index CDSC,s for that specific significant wave height is equal to 1.
Furthermore, the angles of vanishing stability under the action of steady winds to leeward
ϕVW,+, and windward ϕVW,− can also be defined.

If ϕs can be defined, the angles of vanishing stability under the action of steady winds
to leeward ϕVW,+, and windward ϕVW,− can also be determined. The angles of failure to
leeward ϕfail,+ are determined as the minimum of the following values ϕVW,+, ϕf,+, 50◦,
while to windward ϕfail,− the maximum between ϕVW,−, ϕf,−, −50◦. As explained before,
these critical angles are illustrated in detail in Figure 4.3.

Table 6.3: Relevant angles, residual metacentric heights, and modified natural
frequencies for the worked example.

Hs lw ϕs GZres ω0,e ϕVW+ ϕVW− ϕfail,+ ϕfail,− ϕcap,EA+ ϕcap,EA− ∆ϕres,EA+ ∆ϕres,EA−
m m ◦ m rad/s ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦

0.5 0.002 0.100 0.968 0.372 55.170 -55.255 40.200 -40.200 38.039 -38.047 37.939 38.147
1.5 0.007 0.430 0.968 0.372 55.045 -55.380 40.200 -40.200 38.017 -38.069 37.587 38.499
2.5 0.014 0.855 0.970 0.373 54.880 -55.540 40.200 -40.200 37.951 -38.045 37.096 38.900
3.5 0.023 1.335 0.975 0.373 54.695 -55.725 40.200 -40.200 37.833 -37.984 36.498 39.319
4.5 0.032 1.860 0.991 0.376 54.485 -55.930 40.200 -40.200 37.499 -37.692 35.639 39.552
5.5 0.041 2.420 1.003 0.379 54.260 -56.145 40.200 -40.200 37.252 -37.498 34.832 39.918
6.5 0.052 3.010 1.016 0.381 54.020 -56.375 40.200 -40.200 36.970 -37.264 33.960 40.274
7.5 0.063 3.615 1.032 0.384 53.765 -56.610 40.200 -40.200 36.641 -36.995 33.026 40.610
8.5 0.074 4.230 1.071 0.391 53.495 -56.860 40.200 -40.200 35.961 -36.300 31.731 40.530
9.5 0.086 4.855 1.094 0.396 53.215 -57.120 40.200 -40.200 35.540 -35.934 30.685 40.789
10.5 0.098 5.485 1.136 0.403 52.920 -57.385 40.200 -40.200 34.869 -35.235 29.384 40.720
11.5 0.111 6.125 1.148 0.405 52.615 -57.660 40.200 -40.200 34.605 -35.093 28.480 41.218
12.5 0.124 6.770 1.153 0.406 52.300 -57.940 40.200 -40.200 34.411 -35.089 27.641 41.859
13.5 0.137 7.435 1.143 0.404 51.965 -58.225 40.200 -40.200 34.391 -35.362 26.956 42.797
14.5 0.151 8.130 1.128 0.402 51.625 -58.515 40.200 -40.200 34.422 -35.722 26.292 43.852
15.5 0.165 8.860 1.077 0.392 51.270 -58.810 40.200 -40.200 34.874 -36.824 26.014 45.684
16.5 0.179 9.645 0.998 0.378 50.900 -59.115 40.200 -40.200 35.698 -38.640 26.053 48.285

After determining the static angles ϕs for each environmental condition, the residual
or local metacentric height (see Equation (4.15)) GM res can be calculated as the first
derivative (slope) of the righting arm around an equilibrium point. Later, the modified
natural oscillation frequencies can be easily computed using Equation (4.14).

It should be pointed out again that a suggested method to calculate the slope at the
angle of equilibrium (ϕs) is not defined in the IMO documents. Furthermore, the value of
the local metacentric height is 1.762 m based on the results from IMO, 2013, where GZ
curve differentiation is done using polynomial fitting. In this study, the gradient of the
data is computed using the Python NumPy library’s "gradient" function (NumPy version
1.21.5). During validation, a relative error of 0.511% occurs for GM res which leads to a
relative error of 6.923% for the short-term failure index CDSC,s. Nevertheless, by utilizing
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6.1. WIND IMPACT AND ASSOCIATED RELEVANT ANGLES

the value of GZres = 1.762 m in the developed code and proceeding with the subsequent
calculations, a reduction in the relative error is achieved, reaching a value of 0.081% for
CDSC,s. This occurrence highlights the significance of defining the specific discretization
step of a righting lever or the need for an additional interpolation method. A careful
choice of the discretization step ensures accuracy in the calculation process and minimizes
potential errors. Furthermore, the proposed method for defining the slope at a static
heeling angle also should be provided.

Figure 6.2: Relevant angles for estimating short-term stability failure index using the
"equivalent area" approach (with GM = 1m, FB = 2m, and Loading
Condition 1).Everything associated with the non-linear righting lever GZ is
denoted with ( ) and ( ), while with ( ) and ( ) everything related to
a linearized righting lever. With ( ) represents the constant heeling lever
due to wind lwind,tot which correspond to the Hs = 8.5 m (Uw = 25.21 m/s2).

Finally, the virtual capsize angles ϕcap,EA+ and ϕcap,EA− to leeward and windward,
can be defined using Equation (4.22) from "equivalent area" approach. The residual
stability range, with respect to each side, can also be computed as a difference with ϕs.
The results of relevant angles for worked example are given in Table 6.3, while one case
(Hs = 8.5 m) of using an "equivalent area" approach is represented in Figure 6.2. The
virtual capsize angles ϕcap,EA+ and ϕcap,EA− may vary in relation to the failure angles ϕfail,+
and ϕfail,−, depending on the characteristics of the residual righting lever. Specifically,
in the case of strongly hardening GZ, the relation of angles is ϕcap,EA+ > ϕfail,+ and
ϕcap,EA− < ϕfail,−. This occurrence occurs for righting levers corresponding to lower
freeboard heights. Conversely, for softening GZ, a common scenario is ϕcap,EA+ < ϕfail,+
and ϕcap,EA− > ϕfail,−.
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FOR DEAD SHIP CONDITION

6.2. Environments Impact

In the SGISC framework for Dead Ship Condition at Vulnerability Level 2, a frequency-
dependent effective wave slope coefficient is determined according to Section 4.2.5. The
hull is dived into 22 equidistant transversal sections along the waterline length LWL, and
the integration method is accomplished using Simpson’s I rule. In Table 6.4 can be found
inputs of cross-section dimension of a worked example, as well for a sample ship.

Table 6.4: Parameters for estimating the wave slope function r(ω): B(x), d(x), and
A(x) denote the sectional breadth at the waterline, the sectional draught,
and underwater sectional area of the sample ship, respectively. x/L indicates
the relative location of the section along the ship’s length. Cross-section 0’ is
added in the calculation to perform accurate integration along the length i.e.
to include the small portion of the hull aft.

Section x/L B(x) d(x) A(x) Section x/L B(x) d(x) A(x)
/ m m m2 / m m m2

0’ 0.00 0 0 0 10 0.52 21.30 7.14 151.27
0 0.05 5.86 0.80 2.91 11 0.57 21.30 7.14 151.28
1 0.10 11.16 6.82 37.27 12 0.62 21.30 7.14 151.28
2 0.14 14.93 7.14 67.41 13 0.67 21.30 7.14 150.09
3 0.19 17.82 7.14 96.46 14 0.71 21.17 7.14 145.92
4 0.24 19.66 7.14 117.53 15 0.76 20.86 7.14 139.98
5 0.29 20.75 7.14 132.84 16 0.81 20.18 7.14 131.50
6 0.33 21.20 7.14 142.90 17 0.86 18.72 7.14 118.17
7 0.38 21.30 7.14 148.63 18 0.90 15.79 7.14 96.45
8 0.43 21.30 7.14 150.51 19 0.95 10.17 7.14 60.95
9 0.48 21.30 7.14 151.09 20 1.00 0 7.04 20.35

Wave elevation Szz(ω) can be obtained using the Bretschneider spectrum (see Equa-
tion (4.6)). Afterward, a spectrum of the wave slope Sαα(ω) and effective wave slope
spectrum Sαα,c(ω) can be determined using Equation (4.7) and Equation (4.8), respectively.

The calculation process has to be repeated for each environmental condition (Hs and
Tz), and the algorithm which has to be implemented to obtain wave impacts is represented
in Figure 6.3. For illustrative purposes, the spectrum Szz(ω), Sαα(ω), estimated effective
wave slope coefficient r(ω) as a function of the wave frequency and Sαα,c(ω) are presented
in Figure 6.4, respectively. Showcasing results are only for one specific environmental
condition.
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Ship Data
LWL, d, GM , B(x), d(x), A(x)

Environmental Data
Hs, Tz, ω

Szz(ω) = H2
s

4π ·
(

2π
Tz

)4
· ω−5 · exp[− 1

π
·
(

2π
Tz

)4
· ω−4

Sαα(ω) = ω2

g2 · Szz(ω)

r(ω)

Sαα,c(ω) = r2(ω) · Sαα(ω)

Figure 6.3: Flowchart of the calculation of the effective wave slope spectrum.
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(a) Sea elevation spectrum.
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(b) Wave slope spectrum.
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(c) Effective wave slope.
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(d) Effective wave slope spectrum.

Figure 6.4: Impact of waves on worked example. Environmental condition : Hs = 8.5 m
and Tz = 11.5 s.
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Ship Data
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Figure 6.5: Flowchart of the calculation of the spectrum of the wind gust moment.

Furthermore, apart from the influence of waves, the ship’s rolling is also affected by
wind gusts. To assess the wind effects on the considered loading condition, it is necessary
to estimate them for each value of significant wave height, i.e. mean wind speed (see
Figure 6.5). The wind gustiness spectrum Sv(ω) is derived using the Davenport spectrum
(see Equation (4.9)), while the spectrum of the roll moment SδMwind,tot

(ω) induced by
gustiness (including the drift reaction) can be determined using Equation (4.11). In
Figure 6.6, Sv(ω) and SδMwind,tot

(ω) are presented for one mean wind speed.
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(a) Wind gust spectrum - Davenport spectrum.
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(b) Spectrum of the wind gust moment.

Figure 6.6: Impact of winds on worked example. Environmental condition : Hs = 8.5 m
(Uw = 25.21 m/s2).

6.3. Equivalent Linear Roll Damping Coefficients

Roll damping coefficient B̂44 is calculated according to Simplified Ikeda’s method, as
explained in Section 4.2.4. Furthermore, the roll damping B̂44 is assessed as a function
of roll amplitude function (see Equation (4.28)), followed by deriving of three damping
coefficients, µ, β, and δ (linear, quadratic, and cubic), using a least square fitting method.
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6.3. EQUIVALENT LINEAR ROLL DAMPING COEFFICIENTS

According to Kawahara et al., 2011, Simplified Ikeda’s method has a limitation of
applicability. There are no application limits for BF component. Applicable ranges of
vessel parameters such as B/d, CB, CM , and OG/d which are associated with BW , BE,
and BBK roll damping components are follows:

1. 2.5 ≤ B/d ≤ 4.5

2. 0.5 ≤ CB ≤ 0.85

3. 0.9 ≤ CM ≤ 0.99

4. 0.01 ≤ bBK/B ≤ 0.06

5. 0.05 ≤ lBK/LBP ≤ 0.4

In this thesis, as per the guidelines IMO, 2023, the code is written to manage scenarios
where a ship’s parameter exists outside the applicable range. In such cases, the parameter
value is kept at the corresponding maximum or minimum limit value to ensure the accurate
use of the associated formula.
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Figure 6.7: Damping coefficients of the worked example. Calculated data with the
presence of the bilge keels (bbk = 0.22 m, lbk = 0.4·LBP m) and a fitting curve
are represented with ( ) and ( ), respectively. Roll damping coefficients:
µ = 0.002351[1/s]; β = 0.384547[1/rad]; δ = 0[s/rad2].

To ensure future extrapolations of the fitted polynomial can be avoided, a wide
range of roll amplitudes is employed, following the guidelines of IMO, 2013. In this
thesis, the range spans from 0◦ to 25◦, with a step size of 1◦. To prevent any numerical
issues, the value at 0◦ is approximated as 0 ≈ 1 × 10−16. Moreover, for simplicity, the
cubic damping coefficient δ is considered negligible, and only the linear coefficient µ and
quadratic coefficient β roll damping coefficient are utilized. However, the calculated data
with the fitting curve is represented in Figure 6.7.
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Once rolling damping coefficients are determined, an iterative procedure can be
applied to calculate the equivalent roll damping coefficient µe. The algorithm to access this
iterative process is shown in Figure 6.8 and has to be implemented for each environmental
condition. In Table 6.5 is presented the equivalent linear roll damping coefficient µe for
the worked example under different combinations of Hs and Tz. In the table color gradient
visually illustrates how the equivalent roll damping coefficient changes under various
sea conditions. Darker cells represent higher damping coefficients, which means higher
resistance to rolling motion, whereas lighter cells represent lower damping coefficients,
indicating lower resistance. Generally, as the significant wave height increases as well
average zero-crossing wave period, the roll damping coefficient µe increases as well. This
means that the impact of roll damping on rolling motion becomes stronger in rougher sea
conditions.
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Sx(ω) = H2(ω) · (∆·GM)2·Sαα,c(ω)+SδMwind ,tot (ω)
(∆·GM)2

σ ˙x,j+1 =
√∫∞

0 ω2 · Sx(ω)dω

| σẋ,j − σẋ,j+1 |≤ 0.00001

µe(σẋ,j+1)

σẋ,j = σẋ,j+1

No

Yes

Figure 6.8: Flowchart of the calculation for the equivalent linear roll damping coefficient.
Spectrum Sαα,c(ω) and SδMwind,tot

(ω), as well as natural roll frequency ω0
and modified roll frequency ω0,e should be defined earlier.
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6.4. LONG-TERM FAILURE INDEX OF WORKED EXAMPLE

Table 6.5: Equivalent linear roll damping coefficient µe for the worked example across
all environmental conditions.

Tz[s] - Average Zero-Crossing Wave Period
3.5 4.5 5.5 6.5 7.5 8.5 9.5 10.5 11.5 12.5 13.5 14.5 15.5 16.5 17.5 18.5

0.5 2.555E-03 2.550E-03 2.569E-03 2.606E-03 2.703E-03 3.048E-03 3.486E-03 3.804E-03 3.970E-03 4.022E-03 4.002E-03 3.941E-03 3.858E-03 3.768E-03 3.676E-03 3.587E-03
1.5 3.260E-03 3.251E-03 3.286E-03 3.360E-03 3.559E-03 4.291E-03 5.229E-03 5.897E-03 6.242E-03 6.349E-03 6.303E-03 6.170E-03 5.993E-03 5.798E-03 5.600E-03 5.407E-03
2.5 4.100E-03 4.087E-03 4.135E-03 4.239E-03 4.507E-03 5.467E-03 6.729E-03 7.631E-03 8.092E-03 8.229E-03 8.160E-03 7.973E-03 7.726E-03 7.455E-03 7.180E-03 6.913E-03
3.5 4.981E-03 4.964E-03 5.026E-03 5.156E-03 5.489E-03 6.628E-03 8.131E-03 9.201E-03 9.746E-03 9.899E-03 9.806E-03 9.571E-03 9.264E-03 8.929E-03 8.589E-03 8.261E-03
4.5 5.863E-03 5.843E-03 5.919E-03 6.082E-03 6.507E-03 7.860E-03 9.565E-03 1.075E-02 1.133E-02 1.146E-02 1.133E-02 1.104E-02 1.067E-02 1.028E-02 9.879E-03 9.497E-03
5.5 6.747E-03 6.724E-03 6.813E-03 7.009E-03 7.521E-03 9.054E-03 1.092E-02 1.220E-02 1.280E-02 1.293E-02 1.275E-02 1.241E-02 1.199E-02 1.154E-02 1.109E-02 1.066E-02
6.5 7.622E-03 7.596E-03 7.700E-03 7.930E-03 8.541E-03 1.026E-02 1.227E-02 1.361E-02 1.422E-02 1.432E-02 1.411E-02 1.372E-02 1.324E-02 1.274E-02 1.224E-02 1.177E-02
7.5 8.482E-03 8.452E-03 8.573E-03 8.843E-03 9.569E-03 1.149E-02 1.362E-02 1.500E-02 1.560E-02 1.567E-02 1.540E-02 1.496E-02 1.443E-02 1.388E-02 1.334E-02 1.283E-02
8.5 9.293E-03 9.261E-03 9.404E-03 9.735E-03 1.070E-02 1.295E-02 1.519E-02 1.653E-02 1.704E-02 1.701E-02 1.666E-02 1.614E-02 1.554E-02 1.494E-02 1.435E-02 1.379E-02
9.5 1.011E-02 1.008E-02 1.024E-02 1.063E-02 1.178E-02 1.426E-02 1.657E-02 1.790E-02 1.837E-02 1.827E-02 1.786E-02 1.727E-02 1.663E-02 1.597E-02 1.534E-02 1.475E-02
10.5 1.089E-02 1.085E-02 1.104E-02 1.152E-02 1.299E-02 1.579E-02 1.813E-02 1.937E-02 1.972E-02 1.952E-02 1.901E-02 1.835E-02 1.763E-02 1.692E-02 1.625E-02 1.563E-02
11.5 1.170E-02 1.166E-02 1.187E-02 1.240E-02 1.403E-02 1.697E-02 1.936E-02 2.060E-02 2.092E-02 2.068E-02 2.013E-02 1.942E-02 1.866E-02 1.791E-02 1.720E-02 1.655E-02
12.5 1.251E-02 1.247E-02 1.269E-02 1.327E-02 1.500E-02 1.805E-02 2.050E-02 2.175E-02 2.207E-02 2.180E-02 2.121E-02 2.047E-02 1.968E-02 1.889E-02 1.816E-02 1.748E-02
13.5 1.334E-02 1.329E-02 1.353E-02 1.413E-02 1.585E-02 1.892E-02 2.145E-02 2.278E-02 2.313E-02 2.287E-02 2.227E-02 2.151E-02 2.070E-02 1.990E-02 1.913E-02 1.843E-02
14.5 1.416E-02 1.411E-02 1.437E-02 1.498E-02 1.666E-02 1.971E-02 2.233E-02 2.373E-02 2.414E-02 2.391E-02 2.332E-02 2.255E-02 2.172E-02 2.089E-02 2.011E-02 1.939E-02
15.5 1.506E-02 1.500E-02 1.525E-02 1.583E-02 1.723E-02 2.003E-02 2.273E-02 2.434E-02 2.493E-02 2.483E-02 2.432E-02 2.360E-02 2.279E-02 2.197E-02 2.119E-02 2.045E-02
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16.5 1.601E-02 1.594E-02 1.618E-02 1.670E-02 1.775E-02 2.001E-02 2.269E-02 2.456E-02 2.544E-02 2.557E-02 2.523E-02 2.462E-02 2.388E-02 2.310E-02 2.233E-02 2.160E-02

6.4. Long-term Failure Index of Worked Example

In the final step, the determined equivalent linear roll damping coefficient is used
to define several parameters for estimating the short-term stability failure index under
various sea conditions and considered exposure time. The algorithm for this purpose is
presented in Figure 6.9, and the relevant formulas can be found in Chapter 4.

Ship Data

Environmental Data
Hs, Tz, ω

H2(ω) = ω4
0

(ω2
0,e−ω2)2+(2·µe·ω)2

H2
rel(ω) = ω4+(2·µe·ω)2

(ω2
0,e−ω2)2

+(2·µe·ω)2

S(ω) = H2
rel(ω) · Sαα,c(ω) +H2(ω) · SδMwind,tot (ω)

(∆·GM)2

m0 =
∫ ωmax
ωmin

S(ω)dω
m2 =

∫ ωmax
ωmin

ω2 · S(ω)dω

σCDSC,s = √m0

Tz,CDSC,s = 2π ·
√

m0
m2

RIEA+ = σCDSC,s
∆ϕres,EA+

RIEA− = σCDSC,s
∆ϕres,EA−

rEA = 1
Tz,CDSC,s

·
[
exp

(
− 1

2·RI2
EA+

)
+ exp

(
− 1

2·RI2
EA−

)]

CDSC,s = 1− exp (−rEA · Texp)

Figure 6.9: Flowchart of the calculation of the short-term failure stability index. Spec-
trum Sαα,c(ω) and SδMwind,tot

(ω), residual range of stability to leeward
∆ϕres,EA+ and windward ∆ϕres,EA−, equivalent linear roll damping coeffi-
cient µe, as well as natural roll frequency ω0 and modified roll frequency
ω0,e should be defined earlier.
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CHAPTER 6. APPLICATION OF THE VULNERABILITY LEVEL 2 OF SGISC
FOR DEAD SHIP CONDITION
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Figure 6.10: Spectrum of effective relative roll motion for GM = 1 m and Loading
Condition 1. Environmental condition : Hs = 8.5 m and Tz = 11.5 s.
The spectrum S(ω) is detonated with ( ), while with ( ) and ( ) are
represented natural roll frequency (ω0) and modified natural frequency
(ω0,e), respectively.

To visually display all spectrums, the effective relative roll angle spectrum S(ω) is
shown in Figure 6.10 for a specific environmental condition. This spectrum represents the
ship’s response to the combined influence of waves and gustiness.

Due to the extensiveness of the results, only short-term Dead Ship Condition failure
index CDSC,s is given (see Table 6.6). The CDSC,s is a measure of the probability of the ship
exceeding specified heel angles during the considered exposure time, taking into account
an effective relative angle between the ship and the waves.

Table 6.6: Short-term Dead Ship Condition failure index CDSC,s for the worked example
across all environmental conditions.

Tz[s] - Average Zero-Crossing Wave Period
3.5 4.5 5.5 6.5 7.5 8.5 9.5 10.5 11.5 12.5 13.5 14.5 15.5 16.5 17.5 18.5

0.5 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
1.5 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
2.5 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
3.5 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
4.5 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 1.110E-16 1.233E-12 2.904E-11 3.880E-11 1.021E-11 9.021E-13 3.475E-14 6.661E-16 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
5.5 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 2.220E-16 1.696E-10 4.347E-08 2.743E-07 2.813E-07 1.008E-07 1.765E-08 1.798E-09 1.171E-10 5.241E-12 1.708E-13
6.5 6.189E-12 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 5.551E-16 1.756E-10 8.019E-07 2.666E-05 8.040E-05 7.244E-05 3.185E-05 8.549E-06 1.575E-06 2.139E-07 2.261E-08 1.933E-09
7.5 8.077E-08 2.623E-12 9.115E-14 5.943E-13 1.232E-10 7.342E-07 1.882E-04 1.833E-03 3.559E-03 3.001E-03 1.527E-03 5.461E-04 1.490E-04 3.277E-05 6.031E-06 9.607E-07
8.5 4.435E-05 1.988E-08 1.698E-09 8.428E-09 7.876E-07 4.196E-04 1.390E-02 5.237E-02 7.063E-02 5.583E-02 3.143E-02 1.379E-02 4.975E-03 1.530E-03 4.141E-04 1.010E-04
9.5 2.822E-03 7.687E-06 1.166E-06 4.239E-06 1.590E-04 1.497E-02 1.528E-01 3.308E-01 3.736E-01 3.068E-01 1.998E-01 1.069E-01 4.845E-02 1.922E-02 6.872E-03 2.266E-03
10.5 5.650E-02 5.591E-04 1.304E-04 4.186E-04 9.733E-03 2.339E-01 7.157E-01 8.799E-01 8.865E-01 8.165E-01 6.679E-01 4.658E-01 2.744E-01 1.394E-01 6.331E-02 2.652E-02
11.5 3.693E-01 1.126E-02 3.447E-03 8.602E-03 9.620E-02 6.970E-01 9.761E-01 9.954E-01 9.952E-01 9.860E-01 9.483E-01 8.430E-01 6.548E-01 4.349E-01 2.513E-01 1.310E-01
12.5 8.807E-01 1.000E-01 3.819E-02 7.527E-02 4.065E-01 9.670E-01 9.997E-01 1.000E+00 1.000E+00 9.998E-01 9.980E-01 9.849E-01 9.287E-01 7.931E-01 5.933E-01 3.913E-01
13.5 9.986E-01 4.288E-01 2.105E-01 3.189E-01 7.898E-01 9.988E-01 1.000E+00 1.000E+00 1.000E+00 1.000E+00 1.000E+00 9.995E-01 9.942E-01 9.646E-01 8.768E-01 7.219E-01
14.5 1.000E+00 8.709E-01 6.158E-01 7.315E-01 9.738E-01 1.000E+00 1.000E+00 1.000E+00 1.000E+00 1.000E+00 1.000E+00 1.000E+00 9.999E-01 9.978E-01 9.840E-01 9.357E-01
15.5 1.000E+00 9.953E-01 9.310E-01 9.534E-01 9.968E-01 1.000E+00 1.000E+00 1.000E+00 1.000E+00 1.000E+00 1.000E+00 1.000E+00 1.000E+00 9.999E-01 9.984E-01 9.898E-01
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16.5 1.000E+00 1.000E+00 9.972E-01 9.970E-01 9.996E-01 1.000E+00 1.000E+00 1.000E+00 1.000E+00 1.000E+00 1.000E+00 1.000E+00 1.000E+00 1.000E+00 9.998E-01 9.985E-01
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6.4. LONG-TERM FAILURE INDEX OF WORKED EXAMPLE

The table again employed a color gradient to convey the results visually, green cells
signify very low failure indices, while red cells indicate higher failure indices. Cells with a
yellow shade represent intermediate probabilities. A failure index of 0 suggests that there is
no probability of the ship exceeding the specified heel angles under the given combination
of significant wave height and wave period. Conversely, as the failure index approaches 1,
the likelihood of the ship exceeding the specified heel angles increases, signifying a higher
risk of failure. Notably, a failure index value of 1 represents the utmost probability of
failure, indicating that the ship exceeds the specified roll angle in that specific condition,
which leads to capsizing.

Table 6.7: Weighted short-term Dead Ship Condition failure index CDSC,s for the
worked example across all environmental conditions.

Tz[s] - Average Zero-Crossing Wave Period
3.5 4.5 5.5 6.5 7.5 8.5 9.5 10.5 11.5 12.5 13.5 14.5 15.5 16.5 17.5 18.5

0.5 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
1.5 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
2.5 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
3.5 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
4.5 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 4.283E-18 3.116E-14 3.509E-13 1.675E-13 1.265E-14 2.714E-16 2.252E-18 8.660E-21 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
5.5 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 3.559E-18 3.797E-12 8.358E-10 2.970E-09 1.255E-09 1.461E-10 6.937E-12 1.665E-13 2.338E-15 1.984E-17 1.608E-19
6.5 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 7.416E-19 1.121E-12 9.662E-09 3.273E-07 6.446E-07 2.721E-07 4.351E-08 3.493E-09 1.658E-10 5.149E-12 1.084E-13 1.847E-15
7.5 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 1.305E-17 5.574E-14 1.872E-09 1.082E-06 1.256E-05 1.825E-05 8.116E-06 1.665E-06 1.954E-07 1.479E-08 7.953E-10 3.504E-11 9.275E-13
8.5 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 4.683E-14 1.098E-10 3.942E-07 3.472E-05 1.803E-04 2.062E-04 9.583E-05 2.396E-05 3.747E-06 4.093E-07 3.290E-08 2.020E-09 9.831E-11
9.5 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 7.101E-12 6.339E-09 4.813E-06 1.529E-04 5.222E-04 5.621E-04 3.007E-04 9.525E-05 1.970E-05 2.907E-06 3.209E-07 2.694E-08 2.217E-09
10.5 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 1.105E-07 2.449E-05 2.691E-04 5.918E-04 6.336E-04 4.186E-04 1.811E-04 5.262E-05 1.085E-05 1.650E-06 1.870E-07 2.607E-08
11.5 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 2.763E-07 2.275E-05 1.297E-04 2.647E-04 3.124E-04 2.434E-04 1.344E-04 5.375E-05 1.561E-05 3.016E-06 4.968E-07 1.293E-07
12.5 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 3.944E-07 9.648E-06 4.399E-05 9.900E-05 1.280E-04 1.100E-04 6.786E-05 3.248E-05 1.205E-05 3.158E-06 5.891E-07 0.000E+00
13.5 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 2.996E-06 1.400E-05 3.500E-05 5.000E-05 4.600E-05 3.100E-05 1.599E-05 6.957E-06 1.927E-06 8.742E-07 0.000E+00
14.5 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 1.000E-06 4.000E-06 1.200E-05 1.800E-05 1.800E-05 1.300E-05 7.000E-06 3.000E-06 9.977E-07 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
15.5 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 1.000E-06 4.000E-06 6.000E-06 7.000E-06 5.000E-06 3.000E-06 1.000E-06 9.999E-07 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
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16.5 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 1.000E-06 2.000E-06 2.000E-06 2.000E-06 1.000E-06 1.000E-06 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00

In Table 6.7, can be found the weighted short-term failure index, which considers the
probability of occurrence for specific environmental conditions in the North Atlantic. Or,
in another hand, Table 4.2 and Table 6.6 are combined. By factoring CDSC,s, the analysis
becomes more representative of real scenarios. Similarly, green cells indicate a weighted
index of 0, while the color transitions towards yellow and then to red, the probability
increases.

The long-term probability index (CDSC) of the worked example can be obtained by
summarizing the weighted short-term failure index from Table 6.7. The calculation is as
follows:

CDSC =
n∑
i=1

CDSC,s,i ·Wi = 0.006485 (6.3)

According to the Equation (4.27), the worked example meets the vulnerability criteria
at Level 2 for the Dead Ship Condition failure mode. This is because the long-term
stability failure index is less than the long-term standard RDS0, which is 0.06.

As mentioned above, in the following chapter, the same procedure will be repeated for
different freeboard heights of the sample vessel, with variations of metacentric height. This
approach allows us to evaluate the freeboard impact on dynamic stability under different
conditions and identify potential vulnerabilities across the range of metacentric heights.
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Analysis and Interpretation of Results

7.1. Research Outcome

In this Chapter, the impact of freeboard as a design parameter on dynamic ship
stability will be examined. The analysis is based on comparing the Dead Ship Condition
failure indices obtained for the sample ship with different freeboard heights, with and
without bilge keels, and with different container arrangements. The code made for the
purpose of the thesis is validated with the available IMO data (IMO, 2013) and cross-
checked with the corresponding code used at the Department of Naval Architecture of the
Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, University of Belgrade (Rudaković, 2021).

In Figure 7.1, Figure 7.2, Figure 7.3, and Figure 7.4 the long-term stability failure
index CDSC of the sample ship is reported as a function of metacentric height. Each curve
corresponds to a specific freeboard height, which ranges from 1.5 to 3 m with a step of 0.5
m, as previously explained in Chapter 5. A ship is considered to be safe if the values of
the failure indices are lower than the long-term standard RDS0 = 0.06. Correspondingly,
the red-shaded areas represent unacceptable levels of safety. The points plotted on the
curves indicate the minimum values of initial metacentric heights calculated in compliance
with the Vulnerability Level 1 criterion, as described in Section 4.1.

Remark: : Loading Conditions and Bilge Keels Dimensions

1. The projected lateral area for Loading Condition 1 (LC1) is AL = 1880.55 m2

and the vertical distance between the center of the windage and underwater
area is Z = 11.89 m.

2. The projected lateral area for Loading Condition 2 (LC2) is AL = 1735.63 m2

and the vertical distance between the center of the windage and underwater
area is Z = 11.25 m.

3. It is assumed that the bilge keel (BK) dimensions correspond to the maximum
values of applicability of Simplified Ikeda’s method. The width is 0.22 m, and
the length of the bilge keels is 40% of the ship’s length.
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CHAPTER 7. ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS
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Figure 7.1: Long-term probability index for Loading Condition 1, ship with bilge keels.
FB = 1.5 m( ), FB = 2 m( ), FB = 2.5 m( ), and FB = 3 m( ).
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Figure 7.2: Long-term probability index for Loading Condition 1, ship without bilge keels.
FB = 1.5 m( ), FB = 2 m( ), FB = 2.5 m( ), and FB = 3 m( ).
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7.1. RESEARCH OUTCOME
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Figure 7.3: Long-term probability index for Loading Condition 2, ship with bilge keels.
FB = 1.5 m( ), FB = 2 m( ), FB = 2.5 m( ), and FB = 3 m( ).
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Figure 7.4: Long-term probability index for Loading Condition 2, ship without bilge keels.
FB = 1.5 m( ), FB = 2 m( ), FB = 2.5 m( ), and FB = 3 m( ).
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7.2. Interpretation

Each examined case indicates that the vessels with higher freeboards exhibit better
dynamic stability in Dead Ship Condition failure mode. Or, to put it differently, as the
freeboard increases, the long-term stability failure index decreases for the same metacentric
height and container arrangement. It may be noticed that the influence of freeboard is
more pronounced in the region corresponding to smaller metacentric heights. This may
be explained by the fact that in the range of small metacentric heights, the GZ curve is
dominated by the residual lever GZres which depends on the hull form geometry. However,
as the metacentric height increases, so does the influence of the other term (GZc) in
Equation (2.2). Aside from hull form, GZc also depends on the vertical distribution of the
masses as mentioned before. Increasing the freeboard height provides sufficient stability for
a wider range of GM when the ship is exposed to the beam waves and gust wind. Using a
different probabilistic approach, similar results were obtained in the study of Bačkalov
and Rudaković, 2017. The Authors also assert that an increase in the metacentric height
does not always improve the ship’s stability, contrary to the classic ship stability concept.
In addition to the minimal, the maximal metacentric height can be determined as well; a
further increase of the metacentric height would make the ship even more vulnerable to
this stability failure mode than with lower values. It can be arrived at the same conclusion
using the probabilistic approach given in SGISC. Similar observations are found in Bulian
and Francescutto, 2011.
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(a) Loading Condition 1.
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(b) Loading Condition 2.

Figure 7.5: Impact of bilge keels. With bilge keel : FB = 1.5 m( ), FB = 2 m( ),
FB = 2.5 m( ), and FB = 3 m( ). Without bilge keel : FB = 1.5 m( ),
FB = 2 m( ), FB = 2.5 m( ), and FB = 3 m( ).

The impact of bilge keels on ship safety is noticeable, as the probability of failure
calculated for the ship with bilge keels is by an order of magnitude lower, on average,
in comparison to the results obtained for the ship without them. In the framework of
SGISC, the conventional "axiom" of static ship stability ("greater the metacentric height,
better the stability") is no longer valid. Namely, it may be observed that an optimal GM
value can correspond to the lowest value of the long-term failure index be determined
for each of the curves given in Figure 7.1, Figure 7.2, Figure 7.3, and Figure 7.4. The
CDSC corresponding to optimal GM may be up to two orders of magnitude lower than the
values obtained for other metacentric heights; such is the case for the highest freeboard
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analyzed, FB = 3 m (see Figure 7.1 and Figure 7.3). For the case when the sample ship is
equipped with bilge keels, the optimal GM approximately appears around 0.8 m, while
without the bilge keels, it shifts to around 0.7 m. The impact of bilge keels is summarized
in Figure 7.5. In the region of lower metacentric heights, before reaching the optimal
metacentric height, the curves of CDSC are much steeper when the ship is equipped with
bilge keels. This indicates that the effects of roll damping due to bilge keels decrease with
higher values of metacentric heights.
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(a) With bilge keel.
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(b) Without bilge keel.

Figure 7.6: Comparison between different loading conditions. Loading Condition 1 :
FB = 1.5 m( ), FB = 2 m( ), FB = 2.5 m( ), and FB = 3 m( ).
Loading Condition 2 : FB = 1.5 m( ), FB = 2 m( ), FB = 2.5 m( ),
and FB = 3 m( ).

In Loading Condition 2, a case where the number of container tiers is reduced,
the positive influence of wind on the CDSC is noted within certain areas. Furthermore,
comparison between LC1 and LC2, when considering the presence of bilge keels, reveals
a decreased wind influence starting at around GM ≈ 0.6 m, contrasted to GM ≈ 0.5 m
when bilge keels are absent. These observations lead to the conclusion that the metacentric
height reduction corresponds to increased wind influence. Regarding acceptable range, the
minimum metacentric height (GMmin) according to Vulnerability L2 is not significantly
shifted to smaller values for LC2 than for LC1 with the presence of bilge keels as shown in
Figure 7.6 (a). More specifically, GMmin begins before 0.25 m for the highest freeboard
and before 0.5 m for the smallest freeboard. However, an upper limit (GMmax) does not
exist for the considered range of metacentric heights in this analysis. Contrary to the case
of the absence of bilge keels (see Figure 7.6 (b)), where the acceptable range of metacentric
height (GMmin and GMmax) can be clearly defined. Furthermore, as the freeboard height
increases, the acceptable range also widens, approximately 5 cm on each side. Considering
FB = 1.5 m in both loading cases, only a small segment of GM meets the acceptable safety
level. This suggests that for ships operating with lower metacentric heights and without
bilge keels, higher freeboards can be extremely beneficial. For instance, if a ship with
FB = 1.5 m is exposed to rough weather, it must maintain a very narrow acceptable range
of approximately GMmin ≈ 0.7 m to GMmax ≈ 0.9 m to avoid excessive rolling angles. In
contrast, for FB = 3 m, this range expands significantly, spanning from GMmin ≈ 0.3 m
to GMmax ≈ 1.3 m.
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In order to examine the consistency and correlation between the vulnerability criteria
L1 and L2, values of the minimum acceptable metacentric height according to the Weather
Criterion (L1) are calculated. Results according to L1 and L2 for Loading Condition 1 and
Loading Condition 2 are given in Table 7.1. The increase in the freeboard is accompanied
by a decrease in the minimum metacentric height according to both vulnerability criteria,
which means certain flexibility in the exploitation of the ship. However, the safety levels
attained with GMmin differ for all examined cases using criteria at L1 and L2.

Table 7.1: Minimum metacentric height GM [m] according to Level 1 (L1) and Level 2
(L2) under Loading Conditions 1 (LC1) and Loading Conditions 2 (LC2),
with and without bilge keels (BK).

FB
LC1 LC2

With BK Without BK With BK Without BK
m L1 L2 L1 L2 L1 L2 L1 L2
1.5 0.685 0.498 0.685 0.693 0.671 0.491 0.671 0.599
2 0.511 0.393 0.511 0.555 0.468 0.378 0.468 0.489
2.5 0.346 0.308 0.346 0.429 0.294 0.292 0.294 0.386
3 0.242 0.272 0.242 0.359 0.198 0.257 0.198 0.315

Vulnerability Level 1 should be more rigorous than Vulnerability Level 2, having
stricter standards and ensuring higher safety. Or in simple terms, GMmin calculated by
L2 should be smaller than L1. Therefore, in the case of the absence of a bilge keel, the
expected results are only achieved for the lowest freeboard FB = 1.5 m if the number
of containers is reduced, while if the ship is equipped with bilge keels the consistency
is achieved for all freeboards, except for the highest one (FB = 3 m) for both container
arrangements. The possible existence of inconsistencies between L1 and L2 is acknowledged
in IMO, 2020.

As previously noted, minimum metacentric heights are higher for the cases which are
showing that L2 is more conservative than L1. However, deterministic regulations are
satisfied in those cases but L2 is not met. This implies a potential unreliability with L1,
as the probabilistic approach provides a more accurate mathematical model in depicting
the ship’s rolling when it is exposed to a storm from the beam. The question remains
open why is Weather Criteria chosen for the first level? The minimum metacentric heights,
as determined by L1 for both container arrangements, remain constant regardless of the
presence or absence of bilge keels on the ship. Moreover, the most failed requirement is
a limitation of the static angle of the heel to 80% of the angle at which the deck enters
to water. It’s observable that both levels obtain the impact of wind, as evidenced by the
smaller GMmin for LC2 in comparison to LC1.

The analysis also indicated that if the ship has bilge keels and lower FB, the flexibility
of operation with lower metacentric height can be raised by applying the probabilistic
approach. For instance, applying L2 for FB = 1.5 m gives 0.18 m smaller GMmin. However,
differences between levels from this point of view are decreasing with increasing the height
of freeboards. Depending on freeboard height, loading condition, and with or without the
presence of bilge keels, minimum metacentric heights GMmin according to Vulnerability
L1 and L2 which are necessary to operate in rough seaways can be determined using
Figure 7.7.
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(a) With bilge keels.
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Figure 7.7: Minimum metacentric height for different freeboard heights according to
Vulnerability Level 1 and Level 2. Loading Condition 1: Level 1( ), Level
2( ). Loading Condition 2 : Level 1( ), Level 2( ).
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Conclusions and Future Work

The thesis investigated the influence of the freeboard on the dynamic stability of a small
container vessel (a feeder) in intact condition exposed to gusty wind and irregular waves.
Specifically, the analysis addressed the vulnerability of the examined ship to the Dead
Ship Condition (DSC) which is one of the five stability failure modes considered in the
framework of Second Generation Intact Stability Criteria (SGISC). SGICS represents the
novel, multi-tier stability criteria put forward by the International Maritime Organization
(IMO) which are based on a physically more realistic relation between ship motion and
environmental conditions than the first generation of the stability criteria. SGISC was
completed in 2020 and is to be included in the Intact Stability Code after a period of trials
and verification.

The DSC scenario implies that the ship has lost its power and that it is, consequently,
turned into beam seas where it rolls and drifts under rough seaways. Within this thesis,
the stability assessment of the examined ship is accomplished at Vulnerability Level 1 (L1)
and Vulnerability Level 2 (L2). For the purpose of the thesis, the computer codes for L1
and L2 assessments were made and verified using the data made available by IMO and
the international ship stability community.

During the validation phase, in accordance with the SGISC Guidelines IMO, 2013, and
the cross-checking process with Rudaković, 2021, certain discrepancies in obtained results
occurred. These discrepancies are primarily attributed to the absence of clear instructions
in the SGISC Guidelines IMO, 2020 and Explanatory notes IMO, 2023 regarding the
exact discretization step or interpolation method necessary for accurately defining the GZ
curve. The difference between the short-term failure index CDSC,s calculated from the
developed code and that of the IMO data amounts to a relative error of 6.923%. Similarly,
the computation of the local metacentric height GM res at the equilibrium angle (ϕs) lacks
an explicit method of determination. Therefore, discrepancies in results arise from utilizing
different methodologies. Furthermore, the magnitudes of discrepancies depend on the
complexity and precision of the used method. While the discretization steps could be
refined or alternative, more precise interpolation methods could be adopted, it is crucial
to consider the equilibrium between computational efficiency and accuracy when selecting
these approaches.
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The inconsistencies between L1 and L2, as highlighted in IMO, 2020, were also
observed in this study across various examined cases. The inconsistencies occurred when
minimum metacentric heights corresponding to L2 assessment were found to be greater than
the minimum metacentric heights calculated in compliance with L1, meaning that in such
cases L2 was more conservative than L1. These findings emphasize a potential reliability
issue with L1 since the probabilistic L2 approach delivers a more precise mathematical
model representing the ship’s rolling motions in rough sea.

As expected, the analyses confirmed that an increase in freeboard improves intact
dynamic stability. However, the probabilistic analysis performed at L2 of SGISC allows for
quantification of this improvement. Higher freeboard leads to a marked reduction in the
probability of stability failure in Dead Ship Condition: up to two orders of magnitude in
some of the examined cases. Higher freeboard also allows for the lowering of the minimum
metacentric heights. If the ship is equipped with bilge keels, GMmin corresponding to the
highest freeboard (FB = 3 m) is approximately 0.23 m lower than theGMmin corresponding
to the lowest freeboard (FB = 1.5 m); this applies to both container arrangements (i.e.
Loading Condition 1 and 2). In case the examined ship does not have bilge keels, GMmin

corresponding to the highest (FB = 3 m) is approximately 0.33 m lower than the GMmin

corresponding to the lowest freeboard (FB = 1.5 m) in Loading Condition 1; this difference
is 0.28 m in Loading Condition 2 (smaller lateral area). Such findings would not be possible
within the framework of the first generation of intact stability criteria. Furthermore, the
use of the probabilistic analysis enables the calculation of the optimum GM (corresponding
to the lowest probability of stability failure) as well as the maximum GM . That is, a
range of "acceptable" metacentric heights complying with the L2 DSC standard can be
calculated. This range is also expanded with the increase of freeboard. In case there are
no bilge keels, the range of acceptable metacentric heights corresponding to the highest
freeboard (FB = 3 m) is almost 1 m (from 0.33 m to 1.3 m), while the range of acceptable
metacentric heights corresponding to the lowest freeboard (FB = 1.5 m) is barely 0.15 m
in Loading Condition 1. In Loading Condition 2, the range of acceptable metacentric
heights is a bit over 1 m (from 0.3 m to 1.35 m) when FB = 3 m, as compared to just
0.35 m (from 0.6 m to 0.95 m) when FB = 1.5 m.

However, in case the ship is equipped with bilge keels, the range of acceptable
metacentric heights is considerable even for the lowest freeboard analyzed in the study (in
fact, there seems to be no upper limit of metacentric heights; nevertheless, the actual range
of realistic metacentric heights is limited by the available loading options and possible
vertical distribution of cargo). In addition, the probability of stability failure for the
same metacentric height and the same freeboard reduces by approximately an order of
magnitude due to bilge keels. Thus, the question arises: how cost-efficient is the increase
of freeboard (which requires a different ship structure, increases gross tonnage, and may
decrease payload) if similar effects in terms of intact stability are achieved by bilge keels
that are simple and inexpensive?

The answer to this question is not straightforward. Although the addition of bilge
keels itself considerably decreases the probability of stability failure in Dead Ship Condition
(at a low cost) the increase of freeboard pushes GMmin further towards lower values. Lower
metacentric heights are beneficial from the point of view of roll motion (leading to soft
rolling) and could be particularly important for container ships as a measure for mitigation
of excessive lateral accelerations.
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The effectiveness of the freeboard in the improvement of intact dynamic stability in
seaway requires further research. It is deemed that the present L2 DSC mathematical
model may not be entirely appropriate for studying the dynamic stability of ships with
low freeboards (e.g. lower than required by the International Convention on Load Line),
considering that a number of phenomena related to deck-in-water/water-on-deck effects
are not taken into account by the model. Furthermore, it should be examined how the
freeboard affects the other stability failure modes recognized by SGISC. Freeboard is one
of the most fundamental concepts of ship safety and, thus, one of the most important
design parameters. Therefore, its selection requires a holistic approach which is facilitated
by the Second Generation Intact Stability Criteria framework. It is hoped that this thesis
contributes to a better understanding of the importance of application of the novel stability
methods for ship safety.
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